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ABSTRACT 
Although the American magazine market was fairly 
glutted in late 1844, there was room for The American 
Review: A Whig Journal of Politics, Literature, Art and 
Science since it was the official organ of the Whig party 
as well as a literary review. In spite of the fact that 
most magazines of the period perished within one or two 
years, the American Whig Review (a more characteristic 
name adopted in 1850) served as the political journal of 
the conservative Whigs anq as a competent literary review 
during eight of America's critical growing years, 1845-1852 . 
During these years, the magazine underwent several changes 
of names, editors, publishers, and contributors; however, 
it was able to maintain a fairly consistent and respectable 
quality of literary contents. The achievement of the maga­
zine is emphasized by the fact that it maintained its 
quality without the aid of prominent literary editors and 
without continuing contributions from influential writers. 
The American Whig Review, therefore, reflects the spirit of 
the New York magazine industry from 1845-1852. In addition, 
the magazine reflects the history of the Whig party since it 
was born during a political contest and died in the aftermath 
of the Whigs' defeat in the election of 1852. This study 
deals specifically with the history of the American Whig 
Review and the literary criticism, imaginative prose, and 
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poetry contained within its sixteen volumes. 
On the whole, the critical articles devoted to 
.American literature in the magazine were sound assessments. 
Nearly all of the critics were discriminating and vigorous 
in their praise and condemnation of the major American 
writers and works of this productive period. Similarly, 
the general attention given to the major British writers 
of this period was representatively fair. Although some 
British writers were given insufficient coverage, in no ·· 
case was the criticism capricious or malicious simply be­
cause of nationality. 
The American Whig Review printed more than one hundred 
and fifty pieces of imaginative prose from 1845-1852. While 
the magazine had no continuing contributions from major 
prose writers, it did, nevertheless, print several outstand­
ing pieces by major writers and, primarily, by lesser-known 
or amateur writers from all sections of the country. Two 
tales by Edgar Allan Poe, several Western adventure narra­
tives by Charles Wilkins Webber, translations by Elizabeth 
Ellet, travel narratives by Donald Grant Mitchell, and 
occasional tales, essays, and sketches by unkno.wn authors 
form the core of a commendable body of imaginative prose. 
The poems in the magazine are, with a few notable 
exceptions, rightly called "very minor verse. " The magazine 
contains nearly three hundred poems of various types and 
authorships which range in quality from five contributions 
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by Edgar Allan Poe, including "The Raven," to such a mun­
dane piece as the unsigned "Sonnets to Fill Blanks. Number 
Three. " Whatever the individual qualities may be, when 
taken as a whole, the poems demonstrate the position that 
poetry held in the minds and hearts of American writers 
and readers in the period of 1845-1852. 
Although the American Whig Review has no unique 
distinction in the history of American periodicals, it is 
still an interesting and stable literary journal that 
played an active role in the promotion of American litera­
ture through its publicati6n of imaginative contributions 
from- all levels of writers. It  also aided the formation 
of American literary criticism through its usually per­
ceptive critical assessments of the major American and 
British writers and works during the time of an American 
literary Renaissance. 
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During the 
It was moving at 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1840's and 18SO's 
an all-time record 
There were more Americans than ever 
America 
pace on 
before; 
increasing native population was sw·elled by 
of thousands of Europeans who were fleeing 
was on the move. 
all fronts. 
the steadily 
the immigration 
the surety of old 
poverty for the chance of new fortune. In addition, these 
people were literally moving--westward. Steady streams of 
people moved across the fertile lands of the Great Plains 
and farther on to the uncertain lands of California and the 
Pacific Northwest. Many of these people worked their way 
West on the riverboats of the Ohio and the Mississippi, or 
on the ever-increasing miles of railroad tracks that were 
laid each year. These people could not move fast enough or 
far enough until they reached the Pacific. The advancements 
in mechanical technology and industry that made it possible 
for people and information to move great distances quickly 
also prompted these people to leave the rapidly growing 
industrial cities of the Atlantic seaboard to search for a 
better place to settle. Southerners, searching for new 
lands to grow their cotton, also swarmed to the West. With 
the discovery of gold in California in 1848, the migration 
turned into a stampede. Everyone who could--including many 
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who should not--planned to go to California to find his own 
wealth. 
In addition to the physical movement of the people, 
the country was also teeming with political problems. It 
was the day of the conunon man. Andrew Jackson's two terms 
as president had raised political consciousness in all 
levels of society in all areas of the country. Americans 
were divided on matters of national politics, especially 
those that dealt with the Westward expansion. The Mexican 
War was an important topic during this period. The legality 
and morality of the war was debated in Congress and on the 
street corner, in New York and in Memphis, by Daniel Webster 
and by Kentucky farmers. It was a multi-faceted and hard­
to-handle problem. Similarly, the Oregon boundary contro­
versy with England was to some Americans sufficient cause for 
war ("Fifty-four-forty or fight!") , while to others Oregon 
was too remote to be concerned about and was without the 
promise of gold-fortunes. The question of the annexation of 
Texas was another topic of the period. Many Americans 
wanted the huge regiorr, yet others saw no need for the 
vast land of desert with its outlaws, Indians, and coyotes. 
In addition to the border disputes and annexation 
questions, another political controversy began to gain 
momentum during this period. The issue of slavery was 
largely focused upon the agricultural South, which was 
dependent upon slave labor for its economy. Yet, increasing 
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opposition demanded that the slaves be freed. A series of 
debates in Congress resulted in various compromises on the 
extent of slaveholding territories. Yet, like most 
compromises, these did not work. Southern planters needed 
more land to grow their soil-depleting cotton, and Northern 
abolitionists wanted slavery overthrown, not merely 
restricted geographically. This great matter of slavery 
did not reach its climax until the 1860's, but it was still 
a major element in the political milieu of the 40's and SO's. 
In the mid-1840's, a rival party was formed to oppose 
the Jacksonian Democrats whose liberal policies were not 
condoned by more conservative elements. The Whigs rallied 
around Henry Clay of Kentucky, Daniel Webster of Massachu­
setts, and other leaders from all sections of the country. 
Following the election of 1824 when Jackson had been denied 
the presidency by the House of Representatives, Americans had 
become more interested in politics and the elections. 
Strong candidates were no longer as important as they had 
been; the party platform on such issues as expansion, slavery, 
and states' rights was the crucial matter. Thus, during the 
1840's and 18SO's several outstanding men were bypassed by 
their parties in favor of compromise candidates; addi­
tionally, better candidates were bypassed by the voters in 
favor of appealing campaign promotions and campaign rhetoric. 
In addition to these types of movements, there was 
another movement that undergirded all of them, without which 
none of them could have become national concerns to the 
extent that they were. Each of these points of contro­
versy--the Mexican War, the Oregon boundary, the Texas 
annexation, slavery, the political campaigns of the Whigs 
and the Democrats--was presented from all imaginable 
points-of-view to the ever-increasing American reading 
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public through the printed pages of newspapers, pamphlets, 
magazines, and books. Of these journalistic f ormats, none 
were more effective than the American magazine. The 
periodical was an important and adaptable means of dis­
seminating information and opinion during the mid-
nineteenth century. I These journals, reviews, magazines, 
and other types were used by various special interest 
groups to popularize their views on politics, agriculture, 
fashion, social customs, travel, health, and numerous other 
diverse topics. The stance taken by a particular magazine 
on a given topic depended upon its owner's view or certainly 
upon the approval of its editor. However, it was not 
difficult to find a magazine that reflected a person's 
particular view on nearly any topic; there were literally 
hundreds of them in circulation during the 1840's and 18SO' s. 2 
lFrank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 
I (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1938) presents a 
detailed picture of the significance of the magazine in 
America. His study is the starting point for any examina­
tion of pre-twentieth-century American magazines. 
2Mott, I, 341-342. Professor Mott estimates that 
there were six hundred American magazines in circulation 
in 1850. 
In  addition to the articles on topics of popular debate, 
these magazines also featured discussions of the liberal 
arts, especially of literature. 
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Therefore,· one of the last things that America 
needed in the autumn of 1844 was another magazine, espe­
cially one that promised no changes in the basic type of 
contents. Nevertheless, in that year, the first issue of 
The American Review: A Whig Journal of Politics, Litera­
ture, Art and Science appeared shortly before the presiden­
tial election. As the title indicates, the journal was 
intended to have a dual nature--political and literary. 3 
It  was not automatically assured of any success; in fact, 
the odds were against its survival for more than one or 
two years. 4 Nevertheless, it did survive and ran without 
interruption during eight of America's busiest political 
and literary years (1845-1852). As a result of its dual 
emphasis upon politics and literature, the American Whig 
Review (a more characteristic title adopted in May, 1850) 
furnished a major viewpoint of the political history of the 
period, as well as a significant perspective of the 
American literary scene. However, this particular study 
of the American Whig Review is restricted to a descriptive 
3The "Art and Science" aspect of the magazine was 
· never emphasized, except through an occasional article. 
I t  was dropped from the name of the magazine in January, 
1848 . 
4 Mo t t , I , 3 4 2 • 
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survey of the magazine's history and its literary contents. 
In order to examine the imaginative and critical 
literature within the American Whig Review, it is necessary 
to devote separate attention to various aspects of the 
magazine. Chapter II of this study is firstly a discussion 
of the magazine's political perspective within the frame­
work of the Whig party; secondly, it is a discussion of 
the American Whig Review in the perspective of American 
magazines of the period; and, thirdly, it is a description 
of the magazine's particular history. Chapter III is a 
discussion of selected literary criticism contained within 
the magazine which will present a representative view of the 
American Whig Review's attitudes toward both major American 
and British writers of the day. Finally, Chapters IV and 
V are, respectively, separate discussions devoted to the 
imaginative prose and the poetry selections that were con­
tributed to the magazine. 
Since the years of the American Whig Review (1845-
1852) fall within the period of an American literary 
Renaissance when the periodical was a major force, and 
since the history and literary contents of the American 
Whig Review have never been examined on such a large scale,5 
SThe American: Whig Review has received almost no critical 
attention from a literary standpoint. Professor Mott de­
votes only a few pages to it (I, 750-54). The magazine is 
discussed in Perry Miller, The Raven and the Whale: The War 
of Words and Wits in the Era of Poe and Melv1!le (New York: 
7 
the present study will contribute to the overall knowledge 
of nineteenth-century American periodicals in general and 
to the study of literary journals of the century in 
particular. 6 In nearly all instances, the inform�tion 
for this study, outside of Chapter II, will be drawn 
directly from the sixteen volumes of the magazine itself-­
over 10, 000 pages of primary source materials. 
Harcourt and Brace, 1956 ). Miller's emphasis is upon Poe's 
association with the magazine and its limited role in the 
New York literary feuds. John Paul Pritchard, Literary 
Wise Men of Gotham: Criticism in New York, 1815-1860 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1963) dis­
cusses a few of the critics of the American Whig Review. 
The only other significant discussion of the American Whig 
Review is James E. Mulqueen, "Conservatism and Crit1c1sm: 
The Literary Standards of American Whigs, 1845-1852 " 
[Amer i c ·an Literature , 41  ( 19 6 9 ) , 3 5 5 -7 2 ] . Mu 1 qu e en ' s 
thesis 1s that the literary criticism in the American Whig 
Review is related, often directly, to the political con­
servatism of the Whigs. 
6Professor Mott's monumental study is the only refer­
ence tool of wide value to the student interested in mid­
nineteenth-century American magazines. For in-depth 
information, one must turn to the few available published 
studies of individual magazines, such as David Kelly 
Jackson, Poe and The Southern Literary Messenger (Rich­
mond: Dietz, 1934) and The Contributors and Contributions 
to The Southern Literary Messenger (Charlottesville: 
Historical Publishing Co. , 1936), or to unpublished dis­
sertations, such as.Herman Spivey, "The Knickerbocker 
Magazine, 18 3 3-18 65" (Diss. University of North Carolina­
Chapel Hill, 19 3 6 ), Landon E. Fuller, "The United States 
Magazine and Democratic Review, 1837-1859" (Diss. University 
of North carol1na-chapel H111, 1948), or Robert E. 
Streeter, "Critical Thought in The North American Review, 
1815-1865" (Diss. Northwestern University, 1943). 
CHAPTER I I  
THE AMERICAN WHI G  REVIEW IN  PERSPECTI VE 
I .  POLI TICAL PERS PECTIVE OF  
THE AMERICAN WHI G  REVIEW 
Although it was dated "January, 1845, " the first 
number of The American Review: A Whig Journal of Politics, 
Literature, Art and Science was "issued preliminarily in 
the autumn" (October, 1844) for obvious political reasons-­
to help elect Whigs in general, and Henry Clay, their 
presidential candidate, in particular. I The review was 
intended to be the official organ of the Whig party and 
was endorsed by such notable Whig politicians as Daniel 
Webster, Rufus Choate, Alexander H. Stephens, Henry Clay, 
George P. Marsh, Daniel D. Barnard, Hamilton Fish, and 
John P. Kennedy. Most of these men had signed their names 
to the following resolution: "Earnestly approving the plan 
of such a National organ, long needed and of manifest 
importance, the undersigned agree to contribute for its 
pages, from time to time, such communications as may be 
necessary to set forth and defend the doctrines held by the 
lthe American Review, I (1845), 1. 
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United Whig Party of the Union . "2 They realized that the 
party was without a means of internal communication to 
reach the various elements of their number in the rapidly­
expanding United States. The Whigs needed a national 
magazine similar to the Democrats' United States Magazine 
and Democratic Review which had been disseminating that 
party's propaganda on a monthly basis since 1837. 3 After 
the defeat of Clay in 1844, the need became even more 
acute; the party had to have a national voice to present 
its policies to the voting public, as it began to prepare 
for the 1848 election. Therefore, the American Review, or, 
as it was popularly called, the Whig Review, was founded in 
January, 1845, and ran without interruption through 
December, 1852, when it ceased publication as the American 
Whig Review following the dissolution of the Whig party 
itself after the defeat in the 1852 election.4 
2Professor Mott quotes this information (I,  750) 
from the magazine's fourth prefatory page which is missing 
from the bound volumes used for this study. 
3rhe Democratic Review has received little attention 
from modern scho!ars--!1terary or historical. Only one 
major study has been made of it--an examination of its 
history and literary contents. This dissertation is cited 
in Chapter I. 
4Since the magazine was published under three differ­
ent names and was popularly called by another, the decision 
as to what it should be called in this study was a puzzling 
one. The last name of the journal--the American Whig Review-­
was decided upon as a more characteristic des1gnat1on than 
the other longer titles or the shortened popular name. 
Although the American Whig Review is the shortest title of 
10 
That the AWR was designed to be a political journal 
is apparent from the first article of the magazine. S In 
his "Introductory, " the editor, George Hooker Colton, 
describes the reasons for the establishment of the AWR as 
"of weighty and earnest import. " He then proceeds to draw 
an accurate picture of the political situation in America 
during the 1840's. He remarks that the political contests 
are "always of prevailing concern, at times all-absorbing"; 
he also recognizes that the political questions "are be­
coming more varied and complicated" as the country "pro­
gresses in extent and increases in population and wealth." 
The editor asserts then that "the necessity for new 
measures, and for the enlarged application of established 
principles to meet the exigencies of the times, demands 
constant action on the part of those to whom the people 
have committed their most sacred interests; and the forma­
tion of parties taking antagonistical positions on these 
matters is a necessary result, aside from the inducements 
to division arising from personal ambition, cupidity, and 
love of place and power, which are found mixed u·p with all 
the magazine, it would become extremely.tiresome in a study 
of this length; therefore; the magazine will be designated 
as the AWR, both in the text and the notes, wherever 
practica:r.-
S [George Hooker Colton], "Introductory," The American 
Review , I (1845), 1-4. All subsequent citations to the Aw!t 
will be given internally by volume and page numbers, 
wherever practical. 
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human affairs" (I, 1) . He further comments that there are 
two political organizations in America which "are born of 
different elements, exist by different means and in a dif­
ferent atmosphere. In everything of vital concern, their 
relation, by principles, policy, practice, is that of 
natural, unavoidable opposition" (I, 1) . The two parties 
are then described in typical prejudiced form. 
Naturally the description of the Whig party is en-
tirely flattering. 
The one is in all things essentially conservative, 
and at the same time is the real party of progress 
and improvement. It corrunends itself to the people, 
and is supported by them, not less for its rigid 
adherence to the Republican creed--for its un­
wavering support of constitutional and established 
rights, and its endeavors to preserve law, liberty, 
and order inviolate--than for the ameliorating and 
liberalizing tendency of its principles and policy. 
Such is that portion of the community who have 
justly adopted from the men of the Revolution the 
ever-honored title of WHIGS. In all that tends to 
give strength to the confederacy, and to knit 
together its various sections by the indissoluble 
bands of a conunon interest and affection, the Whig 
party occupy the advance ground. Protection to the 
laborer and the producer, to the merchant and manu­
facturer; integrity and economy in the dis charge of 
official trusts; the vigilant defence, as against 
the world, of national dignity and honor; the 
observance of honor and geed faith in all our 
dealings with and treatment of other nations; the 
establishment and maintenance of a sound currency; 
an enlargement of the means of revenue, and a proper 
provision for its safekeeping; an extension of the 
resources of the country by the construction of 
harbors, roads, and canals, as the wants of the 
people demand them; a vigorous administration of the 
laws; the separation of the seats of justice, by all 
possible barriers, from popular impression; the 
adoption, by constitutional means, of such regula­
tions as shall confine the exercise of Executive 
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power within due bounds; the general promotion of 
knowledge, and an enlargement of the means of 
education;--these form an outline of the distinctive 
principles of the Whig party, and by these and other 
cognate sentiments and measures it will be known to 
posterity (I,  1-2). 
On the other hand, the portrait drawn of "the party 
which has strangely arrogated to itself the title of 
Democratic" is quite devastating (I , 2-3). The editor 
remarks that the Democratic party is "essentially anarchi­
cal in its principles and tendencies," even though he is 
sure that "the body of its members" is sincere and honest. 
"But whatever the pretensions of their leaders may be, they 
are practically working to destroy the prosperity of the 
nation, to corrupt the morals of the people, to weaken the 
authority of law, and utterly to change the primitive 
elements of the government" (I, 2). He adds that "there is 
scarcely any dangerously radical opinion, any specious, 
delusive theory, on social, political, or moral points, 
which does not, in some part of the country, find its 
peculiar aliment and growth among the_ elements of that 
party. They are not content with sober improvement; they 
desire a freedom larger than the Constitution. . In a 
word, change with them is progress; and whenever the 
maddened voice of faction, or the mercenary designs of 
party leaders demand a triumph over established institutions 
and rightful authority, they rush blindly but exultingly 
forward, and call it 'reform' " (I, 2-3). Such abuse of power 
by Democrats like Jackson and Van Buren must be stopped, 
the Whigs felt. Therefore, "to resist earnestly and 
unweariedly these destructive measures and principles, 
and, in so doing, to support freely and openly the 
principles and measures of the Whig party, is one great 
object of this Review" ( I,  3). 
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The AWR, it was hoped, would be "a means .of pre­
senting more grave and extended discussions of measures and 
events" to the widely scattered and diverse elements of the 
Whig party ( I, 4). The editorial staff took a cautious 
step by deciding "that all sectarian discussions and all 
sectional controversies will be avoided, so that the work 
may be of equal acceptability in every part of the country" 
( I,  4). Although it was an admirable policy for trying to 
unite such factious elements as the Southern states' 
righters and the Northern nationalists, the neutral stance 
of the magazine on sectional issues actually worked against 
the unity of the party by allowing each side to believe 
that its position was the one of the national party. These 
sharp differences did not usually become destructive until 
the party met to elect a national candidate; then the 
division was devastating. It  seemed that there was little 
that the AWR could do in the name of party unity and 
strength that would earn the general approval of such an 
eclectic group as the Whigs. In fact, not even its maiden 
effort was successful. 
14 
In the autumn of 1844, the attention of the citizens 
of the United States was focused upon the contest between 
Henry Clay of Kentucky and James K. Polk of Tennessee for 
the presidency. The contest was an unusual one in several 
ways. First, the incumbent, John Tyler of Virginia, failed 
to receive re-nomination by his party--the first president 
to earn that negative honor. Although Tyler had been 
elected as Vice President in 1840 on the Whig ticket, he 
had broken all ties with the party soon after becoming 
President upon the death of William Henry Harrison early 
in 1841. Because of Tyler' s disloyalty, the Whigs needed 
a strong party candidate; they chose the strongest possible 
in Henry Clay. A veteran of national politics and an 
organizer of the Whig party, Clay was clearly a formidable 
opponent for the Democratic challenger. The election 
campaign became even more unusual when the Democrats by­
passed such national figures as former President Van Buren 
and chose James K. Polk of Tennessee--the first dark horse 
nominee in the history of the presidency. Although there 
was a Liberty party candidate, James G. Birney of New York, 
the contest was essentially between the veteran Clay and 
/ 
the newcomer Polk, or more precisely, between the conserva­
tive policies of the Whigs �nd the expansionistic policies 
of the Democrats. 
The chief issues of the campaign dealt with expansion 
of the territory of the United States, in particular, the 
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annexation of Texas and the Oregon boundary dispute with 
England. These issues not only provided the Democratic 
campaign slogans, such as "The reannexation of Texas and 
the reoccupation of Oregon" and the more familiar "Fifty­
four-forty or fight, " but they also provided the Whigs' 
greatest problem because of Clay' s indecisiveness. Because 
of his hedging on the expansion issue, Clay began to lose 
support from both advocates and opponents of the issue, 
even from within the Whig party itself. 
The Whigs simply were not prepared to deal with the 
strong sentiment of expansionism that was being promoted 
by the Democrats. The editor of the Democratic Review, 
John L. O' Sullivan, had termed it .America' s "Manifest 
Destiny" to expand its territorial borders as far as 
possible, and by whatever forces necessary. The Democrats 
pictured the·Whigs as opponents of progress who wanted 
America to acquiesce to the demands of Mexico and England 
and to be content with a limited territory. The Whigs 
pictured the Democrats as warmongers, who cared little for 
the internal strength of the nation as long as its terri­
tories were increased at any expense. There was some 
truth to both charges, but the Democrats were the proponents 
of the more popular view. 
During the 1840's Americans were pushing westward 
in greater numbers than ever before. The primary reason 
was a simple one--economic determination. The fertile lands 
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of the great Midwest appealed to the Southern plantation 
owners as well as to the small farmers of all regions of 
the country. The natural resources of California and the 
Pacific Northwest offered potential wealth to industrial­
ists. The seemingly unrestricted area promised to the 
idealistic dreamer and the devious schemer alike the oppor­
tunity to carve his fortune from the wilderness or from 
someone else's hard work. The discovery of gold in 
California in 1848 decisively settled the question; America 
had to expand for it was the tfmanifest destiny" of the 
country. 
Clay's indecision on the expansion issues was sympto­
matic of the basic problems of the entire Whig party from 
the time of its inception in the mid-1830' s. The Whigs 
were at first nothing more than a loose coalition of people 
who opposed the administrative policies of Andrew Jackson. 
During his second term (1833-1837), "King Andrew the First, " 
as his opponents called him, angered many of his former 
supporters and widened the distance between him and the 
National Republicans, as well as the states' righters of 
the South by assuming an autocratic attitude toward the 
power of his office. The Whigs were from a variety of 
political groups; they included the National Republicans 
led by Henry Clay, who wanted high tariffs to protect 
American commerce and a nationalistic interpretation of 
the Constitution to promote uniform policies and laws 
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throughout the rapidly growing, but loosely knit country; 
former Jacksonian Democrats who had become disenchanted 
with the President's destruction of the second Bank of the 
United States; Southern planters, like John Tyler of 
Virginia, who opposed protective tariffs and national 
banks, and who favored a states'-rights interpretation 
of the Constitution, as advocated by John C. Calhoun of 
South Carolina; and, later, the remnants of the Anti­
Masonic party led by their 1836 candidate, William Henry 
Harrison of Ohio. 
Because of this internal diversity of political 
motivations--hating Jackson was not enough--the Whig 
coalition was not able to support a single candidate or 
platform in 1836 to oppose Jackson's hand-picked successor, 
Martin Van Buren of New York. Instead they hoped to throw 
the election into the House of Representatives by supporting 
a number of candidates who were nominated by their states, 
including Daniel Webster of Massachusetts; however, their 
plan failed. Nevertheless, under the combined leadership 
of Clay, Webster, and Calhoun, the Whig congressional 
delegation was able to oppose Van Buren successfully. In 
addition, they worked to strengthen the unity of the party, 
but with little success. 
As a result, at their first national convention in 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania on December 4, 1839, the Whigs 
had to bypass the front-running Clay, in favor of William 
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Henry Harrison, whose vague position on nearly every issue 
made him an acceptable unity candidate. In an attempt to 
draw the Southern states' righters, John Tyler was nominated 
for Vice President. After a campaign which employed all of 
the trappings of popular enthusiasm, such as slogans 
("Tippecanoe and Tyler too!"), placards, campaign hats, and 
rallies to avoid the real issues, the elderly Harrison was 
elected. Unfortunately for Clay and the other Whig con­
gressional leaders, Harrison died one month after his 
inauguration, and Tyler became President. By twice vetoing 
their attempts to create a new national bank, Tyler angered 
the Whig leaders and not only lost their support, but also 
his cabinet and his party status. 
- In  the 1844 election, as described above, the Demo­
crat Polk was not a stronger candidate than Clay; he was 
merely more closely aligned with the popular expansionist 
sentiment of-fulfilling America's "Manifest_ Destiny. " Even 
so, Clay would have won the election if he had not lost 
New York by a very narrow margin. But Clay lost New York 
because a large number of western New York Whigs shifted to 
Birney of the antislavery Liberty party when they realized 
that Clay would not take a firm stand on the issues of 
expansion. The popular vote total gave Polk a plurality 
of barely more than 38, 000. It  was a bitter defeat for the 
determined Clay and his party. 
Following in the same pattern that had elected 
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Harrison in 1840, the Whigs nominated General Zachary 
Taylor, a hero of the Mexican War, as their candidate in 
1848. Millard Fillmore of New York was added as Vice 
President to balance the sectional appeal of General 
Taylor, a Louisiana native. In a reversal of circumstances 
from 1844, the Whig candidate was able to beat the Democrat 
because of the entry of a third candidate, former President 
Van Buren of the new Free-Soil party, which was composed of 
the earlier Liberty party and antislavery forces from the 
Whigs and Democrats. After a campaign in which both 
Taylor and General Lewis Cass, the Democrat, worked to 
avoid the slavery issue, the close election was again 
decided by New York's electoral vote. Unfortunately, 
General Taylor, like General Harrison, died in office 
within his first year. Unlike Tyler, Millard Fillmore was 
not sharply divisive with party leaders when he assumed the 
presidency; however, like Tyler, he failed to win re­
nomination. 
Because of President Fillmore's close identification 
with the Compromise of 1850, the Whigs nominated General 
Winfield Scott of Virginia in 1852. Although Scott fit 
the pattern established for successful Whig candidates, he 
was defeated by the Democrat Franklin Pierce of New Hamp­
shire. Perhaps the voting public was tired of electing 
older military heroes who then died in office. Whatever 
the case, the loss in 1852 effectively signaled the end of 
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the Whig party. Many Southern Whigs were driven into the 
Democratic party by the antislavery Whigs in the North and 
by the continued inequity of sectional economic programs. 
Similarly, the northern, or "conscience, " Whigs abandoned 
the party over the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854. The various 
remnants of the party drifted into such groups as the Know­
Nothing party of 1856 and the Constitutional Union party of 
1860, neither of which was effective. Finally, the former 
Whigs were compelled by their views on slavery to align 
themselves either with the new Republican party or with one 
of the factions of the Democrats. 
All in all, during their brief time (less than twenty 
years) in the political mainstream of America, the Whigs 
exerted a strong conservative influence upon the rapidly 
developing country. Their power was mainly exerted through 
the strength of such illustrious statesmen as Henry Clay 
and Daniel Webster. Even though they were not able to 
mediate the sectional political differences with great 
success, perhaps the Whigs were partly responsible for 
delaying briefly the Civil War. Perhaps if they had had 
more in common than a hatred of Jackson when they began, 
the Whigs might have been able to unite behind Clay, 
Webster or another capable candidate to guide America along 
a somewhat different path than the Democrats. But such was 
not the case. Therefore, in the last quarter of the 
twentieth century, the Whigs and their political theories 
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do not form part of the usual popular history of Ame rican 
politics. Similarly, their political journal is  also 
neglected. 
I I . L I TERARY PE RS PE CT IVE OF THE AMERICAN 
WHI G  REVI EW 
Fortunately for the sake of Whig politics and 
political writers, there  is an aspect of the AWR that does 
not become outmoded by the passage of time--its literary 
nature. As a literary journal of the period from 1845 - 1852 , 
the AWR furnishes a repre sentative example of the variety 
of imaginative and critical literature that was produced 
in America during the mid-ninete enth century, a period 
which F .  0 .  Matthie ssen calls "the Ame rican Renaissance. " 
The importance of this literature was recognized by the 
conductor s  of the AWR ; thus, they chose to make imaginative 
and critical literature an integral part of their review. 
I n  his " Introductory," Colton, the editor, implies that the 
promotion of American writers and writings is  one of the 
revie w ' s aims. 
But aside from the important fie ld of national 
politics, there is yet another, vaster and 
more varied [ field ] , demanding as constant and 
stern a conflict for the truth and the right, 
and making far larger requisitions on the 
intellect and attainments of whoever would 
earnestly work for the well - b eing of his 
country. We speak of the great field of 
literature, phil o sophy , and morals .  It is not 
to be doubted , inde ed, that these,  from the 
nature of �hings , are so clos e ly b lended with 
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all other elements that go to compose a state, 
as to make whatever influences affect these 
vitally, affect also, for evil or for good, 
the entire political fabric (I, 3) . 
The editor next turns his attention to the quality 
of American literature in general and offers several 
reasons for its lack of greatness. The chief reason for 
the general weakness of the literature is not the fault 
of the writers, but of the reading public. 
We are a people eager for novelty ; we care more 
for the newness of a thing than for its authority. 
This is a trait which, while it opens the way to 
striking physical improvement, has an unfavorable 
influence upon us in many respects . . . .  It 
affects all regular formation of national custom 
and character, because we suffer our tastes and 
habits to be continually changing. It especially 
affects, what must have all these for a partial 
foundation- -the growth of our national literature. 
For if tastes may change and customs be laid aside 
with the hour, and opinions be held no longer than 
they are able to excite , and faith be considered a 
matter of choice , it is obvious that our literature 
must be forever unsubstantial and fugitive. It 
can have no dignity, because no consistency - -little 
beauty as a whole, because little harmony of the 
parts--no great body of impression, from the want 
c f  uniformity among its effective elements (I, 4) . 
C o l ton then focuses upon the inte rnal qual ity  of  
American writings in general.  He sharply condemns the 
writings for lacking "serious and stern determination" in 
the ir focus. He asserts that "our literature has never 
been sufficiently earnest. It  has been too much the product 
of light moments, of impulsive efforts, of vacation from 
other and engrossing employments. There have been many 
graceful and pleasing productions , and some exhib i t ing a 
degree of power that j ustifies the highest hopes of what 
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might be ; but few great designs, long considered and care­
fully planned out, have been entered upon. " He then empha­
s i zes  the importance of lit erature which is "to be borne 
in hand with earnest and fixed resolves" since it has "a 
forming influence on the minds of those who form and rule 
the minds of the multitude" (I, 4). 
Although he was speaking of imaginative literature in 
the preceding assessment, Colton also speaks of the critical 
literature of the period. "What shall we say of the criti­
cism of the times? We confess to an almost total distrust 
of its judgments. Never exhibiting great independence or 
power of discerning, it has grown of late even more slavish , 
weak, and meaningless . Foreign productions sent over, 
ticketed and labelled, receive an imprimatur accordingly ; 
the writings of our own countrymen, deserving of cordial 
and ready praise, must oft en wait for the dicta of foreign 
judges ; and a sea of trash seems rapidly swallowing up the 
delicate perceptions, and calm thought, both of critics and 
people" ( I, 4). Seemingly , if the imaginative literature 
of America was of no great value , then the criticism  of it 
was of even less value. 
Despite the editor' s rather bleak view of American 
writings, the AWR worked conscientiously during its lifetime 
to promote the improvement of both original and critical 
works by American writ ers. One very important way that 
it promot ed these works was by publishing some of them . 
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These imaginative and critical works were submitted by 
famous writers, as well as by minor professional and 
amateur writers. Each writer was motivated by his own 
reasons for submitting works--financial reward, honor, 
achievement, vanity--but few were indifferent about the 
works themselves. The conductors of the AWR were almost 
always uniform in their opinions of the imaginative prose 
and the poetry that they printed; they approved of it 
completely . They were sometimes more reserved with their 
opinions of the criticism by outside writers .  But in all 
cases, the editor s of the magazine performed their literary 
tasks with serious attention to the development of  a better 
.American literature. 
This conscious effort by the editors of the AWR to 
develop a strong national literature was a part of the 
general spirit of nationalism that pervaded the whole 
country in the 1840 ' s. Thus , the AWR was not alone in its 
task ; it was j oined by numero us writers themselves, by 
publishers, by professors, by politicians, by other maga­
z ines, and by the man-on-the - street as well. Nearly all 
Americans wanted American literature to be better than that 
of England.  One of the best ways that American writers 
could improve was by having their works put before the 
reading public--general and critical. This exposure of the 
writer ' s  pro se or poetry served to encourage him to  submit 
other pieces and to revis e his techniques to eliminate 
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undesirable traits. Therefore, the more often the writer 
could have his works in print before a nationwide reading 
audience, the better he was able to improve his literary 
craftsmanship. Of course, the literary review was the 
obvious place for these writers' works to appear, prefer - -
ably in a monthly or a weekly format. Therefore, the 
literary periodicals of the country during the 1840's and 
18S O's were filled with the American writings of famous 
authors like Irving and Cooper, of rising novelists like 
Hawthorne and Melvi�le, of poets like Bryant and Longfellow , 
of women like Margaret Fuller and Lydia Sigourney, of 
Southerners like Poe and Simms, and of hundreds of unknown 
and unsung writers from every section of the country- -from 
Charleston to Boston and from Philadelphia to Chicago . 
The fact that many hundreds of Americans were writing 
poems, tales, essays, sketches, and other pieces in ever­
increasing numbers may be part of the reason that the number 
of literary magazines also continued to climb between 182 5 
and 1850 . 6 These magazines were usually short -lived 
public at ions that were the of fsprings of someone' s fancy at 
a given moment. Occasionally, of  course, one of the 
magazines would be carefully planned and executed and , as a 
result , continue for a number of years. These magaz ines in 
the 184 0 ' s  and 18S O's were the exceptions to the rule . 
6Mott, I, 34 1 - 342. 
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Nevertheless, there were important magazines during the 
period covered by the dates of the AWR (1845- 1852) . Brief 
sketches of several of these magazines will help to put 
the AWR into the necessary perspective as one nineteenth­
century literary magazine in an era filled with similar 
periodicals. For simplicity ' s  sake, only those magazines 
which were published in New York City will be sketched , 
since the magazines from different cities did not always 
share the same circumstances of publication as those of 
New York City. Of course there were important magazines in 
other cities during this time period, such as the Southern 
Literary Messenger (1834-1864) of Richmond, Virginia ; Godey ' s  
Lady's Book (1830-1898) which, under various titles, was 
published in Philadelphia until 1892, and then in New York 
C ity; Graham ' s  Magazine (1826-1858), another Philadelphia 
journal which appeared under numerous titles; and , of 
course , the venerable North American Review of Boston , 
founded in 1815 .  However, sketches of four New York con­
temporaries of the AWR will be sufficient. 7 
No New York magazine of the 1840's was more popular 
then  the Knickerbocker Magazine (1833-1865) under Lewis 
7These four New York magazines were the closest 
competitors of the AWR during all or part of its life. 
They are also excellent examples of the various types of 
magazines. 
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Gaylord Clark who was its editor from 1834-1860.8 The 
Knickerbocker was a literary journal of the highest 
caliber, at least during the period when the AWR competed 
with it for contributors and subscribers (18 45-1852). The 
Knickerbocker was more fortunate than the AWR in its 
contributors for it could boast of I rving, Cooper, Bryant , 
Longfellow, Hawthorne, Whittier, Holmes, and a large 
number of lesser literary figures from New York and other 
regions. "Old Knick, " as the magazine was called, pub­
lished all types of literary pieces, but was especially 
noted for its attention to the West , including Francis 
Parkman ' s  The Oregon Trail, or A Summer Out of Bounds, in 
1847.  Another feature in the area of imaginative contribu­
tions was humor , much of it in the same manner as that of 
I rving. The literary criticism of the Knickerbocker was 
generally less perceptive and more prejudicial than that 
of the �' but it was, nonetheless , still interesting. 
Much of this criticism was printed in Clark ' s  "Editor ' s  
Table, " a gossipy discus sion of the literary and artistic 
scene. It was also in the " Editor's Table" that C lark 
deliberately antagonized among others the Duyckinck 
brothers, Cornelius Mathews, and William Gilmore Simms. 
He also used his columns to issue contemptuous remarks on 
8 The information for this sketch of the Knicker ­
bocker is taken from Mott t s account ( I, 6 06-14). Herman 
E .  Sp ivey ' s  dissertation is cited in Chapter I .  
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Carlyle and the New England transcendentalists . Unfor­
tunately, as is the case with many long-term projects, the 
Knickerbocker was not able to maintain the consistent 
quality of the first ten years .of Clark' s editorship; by 
1850 it had plainly deteriorated, although Clark did not 
retire until 186 1 .  The particular value of the· Kni·cker­
bocker is perhaps best seen in Cl ark's boast in July, 
1859, that his magazine could cite a single volume that 
contained articles from Irving, Cooper, Bryant, Halleck, 
Longfellow, and Whittier. Few other editors of the time 
could make that statement. 
Another long-running and important journal of this 
period was the United States Magazine and Democratic Review 
( 18 37-1859 ) . 9 This periodical was not only a first-quality 
literary magazine, but was also the official organ of the 
Democratic party. Therefore, it is of particular value to 
a study of the AWR. The Democratic Review had a rather 
varied publishing history as reflected in its numerous 
editors and title changes . f O Its most important editor was 
John L .  O ' Sullivan and its most important period was 1 8 4 1-
1846 . During this time, the Democratic Review was an 
9This sketch is drawn from Mott' s information (I, 
677-8 4 ) . Landon E. Fuller's dissertation is cited in 
Chapter I .  
10Fuller details these changes carefully in his 
dissertation. 
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excellent literary review which published the contribu­
tions of Bryant, Hawthorne, Whittier, Longfellow, Lowell , 
Whitman (prose) , Poe, and the usual run of minor contribu­
tors. These contributions were responsible, in large part, 
for the tremendous reception of the magazine in spite of 
its frequent lapses in editorial quality. All in all , the 
Democratic· Re view was probably the best literary magazine 
in the United States between 1836 and 1846 .  However, after 
O'Sullivan left it, the magazine deteriorated in quality . 
The Democratic Review was also devoted to politics, since 
it was started as the national voice of its heroes, 
Jackson and Van Buren. As a political journal , the magazine 
was rather low-key until election years or until it became 
involved in the nationalistic "Young America" move ment in 
the early 1850's (at which time the attacks on the "Old 
Fogies" within the Democratic Party were without moderation). 
During the time of the AWR, the two rival journals carried 
on a sometimes vigorous, and always partisan editorial war­
fare . Another type of warfare that the Democratic Review 
under O ' Sullivan took an active part in was the battle of 
the New York writers and editors led by Lewis Gaylord Clark 
of the Knickerbocker and Evert A. Duyckinck of the Literary 
World and other publications. I n  these editorial feuds in 
which _ Edgar Allan Poe was often a manipulated pawn, 
O'Sullivan us ually  sided with Duyckinck. 
Evert A .  Duyckinck was a major figure on the literary 
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scene of New York in the 1840 ' s. His critical reviews and 
essays were solicited by all of the magazine editors, 
except Clark. He was a contributor to the AWR and later 
served as literary editor of the Democratic Review. In  
October, 1848, he and his brother George bought the Literary 
World (1847-1853) , America's first important American 
literary weekly. 1 1  Duyckinck devoted his magazine to 
vigorous, but often prejudicial, reviews of American 
books which tended to accentuate New York writers and 
negate New Englanders. The number of contributors was not 
large, perhaps because the magazine was primarily a critical 
journal. Duyckinck was a leader in the literary feuds of 
the period and the frequent champion of young writers like 
Herman Melville. The Literary World was an almost exact 
contemporary of the AWR and another strong force in pro­
moting American literature. 
A final example of New York periodicals is the short­
lived Broadway Journal (1845-1846 ) . 12 This literary j ournal 
was founded by Charles F. Briggs with the encouragement of 
his friend James Russell Lowell, who contributed poems and 
helped secure other contributors for the financially 
troubled journal. The Broadway Journal is an excellent 
llThis sketch is drawn from Mott's information (I , 
7 66-68) . 
12This sketch i �  based on Mott ' s  information (I,  
757-62) 4 
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example of the numerous periodicals of great promise which 
failed due to financial and editorial problems. Briggs 
was unable to maintain Lowell ' s  help because he refused 
to turn the journal into a political organ. In turn, 
Edgar Allan Poe, a contributor and associate editor, caused 
numerous problems for Briggs by his unreliable nature and 
his monomaniac attack on Longfellow, which he had begun in 
other journals. All in all, the Broadway Journal had great 
promise, but so had scores of other magazines with even 
better editors and contributors which had survived even 
less time than the one year of Briggs' j.ournal. 
In summary, New York City in the 1840 ' s  was the 
center of a large and vigorous periodicals industry. The 
number and variety of the maga zines emphasized the strength 
of the media as a positive means for the promotion of 
American writers and their poems , short stories, critical 
essays, and miscellaneous writings. The New York maga zinists 
were decidedly committed to the development of a national 
literature and welcomed all new voices that would proclaim 
the same message. 
III. SKETCH OF THE AMERICAN WHIG REVIEW 
Since New York City was the literary capital of the 
United States durin g the mid-1840' s, and since the Demo­
cratic Review and other important journals were published 
there,  the conduc tors of the American Whig Review founded 
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their journal there as well. The AWR, a monthly periodi­
cal, was published in New York City from January, 1845, 
through December, 1852 . 1 3  Like several other magazines of 
the period, it was issued regularly during the first week 
of the month and then distributed to its subscribers 
through the mail and sold by de�ignated agents in New York 
City and other major cities . Unlike several of its con­
temporary journals, the AWR did not have to suspend pub­
lication because of financial or editorial difficulties 
during its history. 1 4 The magazine was collected into 
sixteen regular semi-annual volumes by the publ1shers and 
then re-issued with the additions of corrections and 
indexes. The volumes from 1845- 184 7 (I-VI) comprise the 
First Series of the magazine, while the volumes from 1848-
1 852 are the New Series (I-X ; whole numbers VII - XVI). The 
AWR was first published by Wiley and Putnam (January-June, 
184 5) , then by George H. Co lton (July 1845-1847)  from 
1 1 8 Nassau Street , and, finally, by D. W. Holly (1 848-1852) , 
who also pub lished the Democratic Review in 1 852. 
13The information p resented in this sketch of the 
AWR is derived from the magazine itself and then from 
Mott, Miller, and Pritchard. Each work is cited in full 
in Chapter I .  
1 4The source of its revenue beyond subscription 
sales ($5. 00 each) and the profits from several pages of 
advertising is unknown ; however, since the AWR paid very 
little for its solicited pieces , it must hav'eoeen able 
to survive f inancially . Not a single issue was missed or 
sho rtened. 
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Except for some deviations on political matters in 
1850-1851, the editorial policies of the AWR were con­
sistently middle-of-the-road in politics and literature. 
This continuity of overall policy after 1847 was probably 
the work of sub-editors, since among other problems the 
founding editor died in 1847, the second editor left in 
1849,  and the identity of the third editor is largely a 
matter of conj ecture . 
George Hooker Colton ( 1818-1847) was a twenty - seven­
year -old Yale graduate when he was given the task of found­
ing the official Whig journal. Colton establi shed The 
American Review : A Whig Journal of Politics , Literature , 
Art and Science and edited it for three years until he 
died prematurely of typhus at age thirty in early December , 
1847 . Very little information is known about this young New 
Yorker, except that he was a poet whose major poem Tecumseh, 
a long narrative praise of General Harrison, seems to have 
been his chief recommendation for the editor t s job. During 
his ed itorship, the AWR is characterized by somewhat more 
stability, stylistic excellence, and literary achievement 
than is the second part. Besides handling the routine 
managerial  duties of the editor, Colton c6ntributed poems 
and literary reviews, as well as occasional political 
articles. Had he lived longer, he may have become a 
do minant figure in the l i terary circles of New York, and 
the AWR would surely have benefitted more than it did 
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under its second editor. 15 
After Colton ' s  death , James Davenport Whelpley, a 
medical doctor, became the second editor of the review. 
Whelpley altered the magazine ' s  name to The American 
Review: A Whig  Journal Devoted to  Politics and Literature . 
I t  retained this title until May, 1850, although Whelpley 
resi gned his edit orship in late 184 9 so that he could 
pursue his interests in the commercial exploi tations of 
Central America . He eventually went to Honduras, where he 
was impressed into the army of William Walker, a famous 
soldier of fortune. His activities after that period are 
unknown . As with C olton there is little bio graphical 
material available on Whelpley . Although he contributed 
several prose pieces and critical articles, Whelpley does 
not seem to have been a totally conscientious editor and 
may have left much of the editor ' s  oversi ght responsibili ­
ties to his associate editors, Charles Wilkins Webber and 
George Washington Peck . 16 
Webber (1819-1856 ) was a Kentuckian who enlisted in 
the Texas Rangers in 1838 and then mi grated to New York C ity 
15A bio graphical sketch of Colton 1 s life and a review 
of his poetry were promised (VI,  554 ) , but never printed. 
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in 1844 where he turned to journalism. His adventures 
with the Rangers and life in the West were turned int o  
very popular adventure stories which were published in the 
AWR and other magazines. In  1847, his fourteen-page 
pamphlet, "A Letter to the Co untry and Whig Party with 
Regard to the Conduct of the Whig Review" was published. 
The pamphlet is a sharp attack upon George Colton, who 
is accused of "falsehood, imbecility, and shameful 
cowardice" in his conducting of  the journal. Follow ing 
Colton's death, Webber joined Dr. Whelpley as an associate 
editor and left in late 1849 as well. His later life was 
concerned with more adventures in the West, including an 
attempt t o  cross the deserts with a camel caravan which 
had been chartered by the New York legislature. In 1855 
he enlisted in the army of Walker in Central America and 
was killed at the Battle of Rivas in early 1856. 
George Washington Peck (1817-i859) was probably the 
third editor of the AWR. After Whelpley's departure, the 
editor is not mentioned specifically; however, all evidence 
points t o  Peck as his successor. In a January, 1852,  
editorial, the editor mentions "the twelve previous volumes 
o f  the Review, all of which the present editor has been 
intimately associated withn (XV, 90). This statement best 
supports the editorship o f  Peck who had been a regular 
contributor of prose and poetry , as well as the chief 
literary critic , sinc e the b e ginning of the journal. In 
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addition, Peck's signed contributions are increased in the 
last volumes of the journal. 
Peck was the only member of the editorial staff of 
the AWR who had prior editorial experience. Although he 
was a lawyer, having studied under Richard Henry Dana, 
Peck was more interested in journalism and music criticism. 
In 1845 he founded the short-lived Boston· Musical Review 
which ran for four months. In  1S47 he moved to New York 
City where he was on the staffs of the Morning Courier and 
the New York Enquirer. His critical reviews are character­
ized by an intense morality which is best seen in his 
attacks on Herman Melville. In all likelihood , the chief 
editorial duties of the AWR were filled by Peck after he 
joined the staff as an associate editor under Whelpley. 
Even though there we re  at least three editors -in­
chief in eight years and several associate editors, the 
contents of the AWR are surprisingly uniform in the variety 
of formats and artistic quality. The � printed all types 
of poetry, imaginative prose , and critical literary 
articles. In addition, it carried the political essays 
and editorials which were required of  it as the org an of 
the Whig party. These political pieces were usually done 
by the editors or by Daniel D. Barnard, a former member of 
Congress from New York, who was the chief political writer 
for the magazine until his appointment as minister to 
Prussia in 18 50. 17 Additionally, the AWR regularly 
carried various articles on agriculture, history, 
economics, philosophy, education, European affairs, and 
sometimes an article on health, science, or industry. 
Only in the issues of 18 50-1851 does any deviation of 
editorial policy intervene. 1 8  
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During the period from 1845-18 52, the AWR furnished 
critical essays on the general and particular accomplish­
ments of nearly every maj or American writer and of many of 
the noteworthy minor writers, as well as numerous writers 
of limited appeal by today' s standards. In addition, 
reviews, ranging from critical articles of twenty pages 
to brief notices in the monthly new book listings, were 
given for hundreds of American literary works of varying 
qua lity. There was seemingly no set method to determine 
the inclusion or exclusion of certain authors or works; 
however, nearly every important author or work is given 
due attention-·The Scarlet Letter and Moby Dick are notable 
exceptions. The reviews and notices usual ly took one of 
three bas i c for ms : ( 1) inc 1 us ion in the " Cr it i ca 1 Not ices " 
section ; (2)  a review of the specific literary work; or 
17Additional information on Barnard is found in the 
AWR (VI I ,  5 21-32) , the DAB ( I, 6 1 7 )  and the NCAB ( X, 70) . 
1 8After Barnard left the magazine, the AWR began to 
take various positions on the slavery issue. Tnis partisan 
stance was eliminated by January, 18 5 2, through the resigna­
tions of various staff members. 
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(3) a literary essay on the career, accomplishment, or 
some particular aspect of a writer. 
The "Critical Notices" were undoubtedly prepared 
by the editorial staff of the magazine and, as such, were 
unsigned. In  general, these notices of new books were 
rather brief paragraphs, but sometimes ran for more than 
a page of small print. The longer reviews of specific works 
were sprinkled throughout the magazine and were usually by 
contributors who were not always indicated by name, although 
some of them are obviously the work of the various editors. 
These reviews are fairly similar in the approach to the 
task of cri tical examination of a work. Nearly every one 
of them at some point focuses upon the writer and his or 
her career, the moral tone (or lack of it) of the work , 
the writer's style and use of language, and , of course, the 
content and value of the work itself. Few of these critical 
reviews are of quality such as would be admired today; how­
ever, they are vigorous proponents of mid -nineteenth-century 
periodical criticism which, because  o f  the nationwide 
audience of the magazines , probably did more to further the 
spread of American literary criticism than the lectures 
delivered at universities and literary soc ieties comb ined. 
These articles ranged in length from three or four pages 
to articles of twenty pages or more . The length was some ­
times dependent upon how much biography of the author was 
included , but usually upon how extensive the illus t rative 
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quotations from the work were. 
Unlike the critical reviews, the literary essays 
were not usually discussions of specific works, but rather 
biographical sketches with some general remarks on achieve­
ment, style, or s ome similar topic. Or they might take the 
form of a discussion of some particular trait of a writer, 
such as his or her major themes, moral tone, use of setting 
or character, or relative rank in the field of American or 
world writers. There are also several essays which seem to 
be prompted by external circumstances such as the dis ­
cussion of politics, travel ; or the copyright controversy. 
In  general, these essays were usually signed by the writers, 
although even some of the better essays are without any 
indication of authorship. 
Besides the previously mentioned editors of the 
AWR--George Hooker Colton, James Davenport Whelpley, Charles 
Wilkins Webber, and George Washington Peck, some other 
critics who contributed are Evert A. Duyckinck, Edgar Allan 
Poe, J .  T. Headley, George P .  Marsh, Alfred W .  Jones, Henry 
T .  Tuckerman, E. W. Johnson, Edwin P. Whipple, Charles A. 
B risted, Henry N. Hudson, R. H. Bacon , Noah Porter, Joseph 
B. Cobb, Henry W. Barrett, and G. F .  Deane. 19 As with the 
other literary contents of the magazine, the editorial 
19As with the poetry and prose contributors, most of 
these critics are discussed more fully in Chapters I I I , IV, 
or V. 
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practice of printing articles of criticism without an 
indication of authorship presents problems for the modern 
scholar who wishes to study the criticism in specific 
detail. 
The imaginative prose and the poetry in the AWR 
reflect the general literary taste and talent of this 
active period. Although there are two stories and several 
poems by Poe, the majority of the pieces are contributions 
from the ranks of the large number of men and women who 
supported the growth and development of American literature 
with literally thousands of poems and prose pieces each 
year. Chief contributors of poetry from this number, in 
addition to the editors, were William Ross Wallace, Henry 
W. Parker, James S. Babcock, Ralph Hoyt, Anna Maria Wells, 
and George P .  Marsh. In addition to the editors, the 
AWR ' s  chief contributors of imaginative prose were Donald 
Grant Mitchell, E. G. Squier, Elizabeth Ellet, John May, 
"Philip Yorick , "  and the unknown author of two long fictional 
works , Anderport Records and Everstone. 
Another feat ure of the AWR was its biographies of 
s tatesmen which were il lustrated by engraved plates, com ­
missioned exclusively for it. These engravings were almost 
always of contemporary Whig politicians; therefore, the 
biographies were usually pieces of Whig propaganda. These 
engravings were one of the most popular features of the 
journal. Unlike its counterpart, the pemocratic Review, the 
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AWR carried an engraving with each number . Another feature 
which was part of the last several years of the AWR was its 
several pages of general advertising (most of which were 
lost when the numbers were bound) . 
Although the AWR claimed to have "about five thousand 
subscribers" in January, 1852, it did not continue beyond 
that year (XV, 90) . I n  addition to mounting losses in ­
curred by higher postal rates and fewer subscription pay­
ments, the crushing defeat of the November, 1852, election 
signalled the end of the journal. Its subscription list 
was sold to Putnam ' s Monthly Magazine in January, 1853 . 
Although the AWR has no unique distinction in the history 
of American periodicals, it is an interesting literary and 
political journal that played an active role in the promotion 
of American writers and writings through its publication of 
imaginative contributions from major and minor writers and 
through _ its usually perceptive critical assessments of these 
same writers and other American writers . I n  addition , its 
just assessment of the maj or British writers of the Romantic 
and Victorian periods served in s harp contrast to the bitter 
tone cf its nationalistic contemporaries . In brief, the 
American Whig Review was a well - rounded journal of the 
mid-nineteenth century. A contemporary review in Parker' s 
Journal (October 18, 1851 ) makes the following correct 
assessment of the magaz ine : "Occupying a kind of middle 
ground between the heavy philosophic quarterly and the more 
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romantic tale-telling monthly, the Whig Review blends 
enough of the dignity and force of the one with the grace 
and amusement of the other, to make it at once popular 
and instructive. "20 
2 OThis excerpt is quoted from the· AWR, YY, 9 2. 
CHAPTER I I I 
L ITERARY CRITI CISM 
I.  CRI TI CISM OF AMERI CAN WRITERS AND WORKS 
It  would have been impossible for the AWR to have 
given critical notice to all of the American literary 
figures of the period from 1845- 1852. Nevertheless, nearly 
every major writer of the period as well as numerous minor 
writers received some type of critical notice in the maga ­
zine . In  the same manner, although the magazine could not 
notice every new publication, its selection did cover 
nearly every major imaginative book of the period, as well 
as a very large selection of minor works.  However, notable 
omissions of maj or writers are Oliver Wendel l Holmes and 
Henry David Thoreau and of works such classics as The 
Scarlet Letter, The House of the Seven Gables, and Moby 
Dick. Nearly all of the major figures were subjects of 
crit ical art icles , and many of their writing s we re g iven 
lengthy reviews or were at least noticed in the monthly 
"Critical Notices" of new works, which often contained 
concise criticisms of the work and the writer . 
Since the AWR had three different editors or editorial 
arrangements, and since its various contributors had few 
guidelines, the styles and qualities of the critical arti­
cles are somewhat varied and at times even inconsistent . 
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However, it is not the intent of this discussion to focus 
upon the literary works or writers as such , nor to 
evaluate the criticism of them; it is primarily a survey 
of the criticism of a cross-section of major works and · 
writers to demonstrate the type of attention given by the 
AWR to American writers and writings. 
During an age that produced much of America' s great 
fiction, the AWR gave notice to America ' s  novelists, but 
not always in direct proportion to their achievement or 
lack of it. In addition, the reception of a particular 
work by the critics of the AWR did not automatically guar­
antee the approval of the rest of that writer's works, even 
by the same critics. This approval-disapproval range is 
easily noted in the critical attention given to Herman 
Melville and several of his novels. 
The first notice given to Melville is in a review 
of Typee in the April, 1846, issue (I I I, 415-424). Although 
it is primarily a summary of the action of the novel, the 
article is fairly friendly to Melville as a writer. The 
unidentified critic first notes that the style of the author 
is "plain and unpretending, but racy and pointed" ( I I I , 
41 5) . He adds that the narrative is told in "language which 
no doubt any seaman or voyager will readily appreciate" 
( I I I, 416). Although the critic does not agree with many 
of "the author ' s  conclusions and inferences" about life in 
the Marquesas, he admits that "the narrative of Melville ' s  
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own adventures carries with it an air of truthfulness and 
fidelity" ( I I I, 415-416). After giving a rather complete 
and accurate summary with numerous illustrative quotations, 
the critic concludes rather cryptically by taking it for 
granted that Melville will return to the charming Fayaway 
and "a score of Typeean gourmands [ who] are waiting for 
their noon -day meals" ( I I I, 424) . 
It  seems highly unlikely that the critic of Typee 
is the same man who review� d Omoo in July of 1847 (VI, 
36-46) , since the very things which were commended in 
Typee--its style, language, and air of truthfulness--are 
the things most severely condemned by George Washington Peck 
in his review of Melville' s second South Seas novel . Peck, 
who continued to contribute criticism until the end of the 
magazine, somehow developed an acute animosity toward 
Melville as a writer and always used his most virulent pen 
upon Melville ' s  works. 
In contrast with the earlier reviewer who had praised 
Typee for its "air of truthfulness, " Peck cites the general 
newspaper critics of the day as ag re eing with him that the 
truth of Omoo's stories is not cre dible. However, the 
critics "disbelieve, not so much on the account of improba­
bility of the statements, as from the manner in which the 
statements are made" (VI , 3 7 ) . Peck methodically condemns 
Melville ' s  "reckless spirit which betrays itself on every 
page of the book--the cool, sneering wit, and the perfe ct 
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want of heart everywhere manifested in it, [ which] make 
it repel, almost as much as its voluptuous scenery - painting 
and its sketchy outlines of stories attract" (VI, 37). In 
short, he affirms that "the writer does not seem to care to 
be true; he constantly defies the reader ' s  faith by his 
cool superciliousness" (VI, 37). 
Another aspect of the lack of credibility which Peck 
cites is that which earned Mei'ville the label of a "smart 
scamp"--the "most incredible accounts and dark hints of 
innumerable amours with the half-naked and half-civilized 
or savage damsels. " He offers three reasons for doubting 
the truth of the amours: (1) too much bragging indicates 
falsity, (2) lack of "the necessary physical ability, " and 
(3) the women could not be half so attractive (V I, 4 2). 
Melville is censured because he "gets up voluptuous 
pictures, and with cool, deliberate art breaks off always 
at the right point, so as without offending decency, he may 
stimulate curiosity and excite unchaste desire" (VI, 4 2 ) . 
Peck seems to have a strong vein of morality in his 
critic' s pen. 
In spite of his condemnation of the "bad spirit" and 
carelessness of the book, Peck admires Melville's "original 
ability to be an imaginative writer of the highest order . "  
The author is "bold and self-contained, no cold timidity 
chills the glow of his fancy" (VI, 41). It is this boldness, 
in fact, which he must have liked in a book that "may be 
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read once for interest and pleasure, but with a perpetual 
recoil" (V I, 45). 
The next notices of Melville are in the "Critical 
Notices" for September, 1849 (X, 329) and April, 1850 (XI, 
44 2) .  Concerning Mardi, the reviewer says that Melville 
has failed and made "a tedious book . "  He attributes the 
faults to "the praise (we would not say excessive) that 
the author' s other delightful works, Typee and Omoo, re­
ceived, especially on the other side of the Atlantic" ( X, 
3 29). Nevertheless, Mardi was an enigma to the critic, who 
felt compelled to note that "every page of the book un­
doubtedly exhibits the man of genius, and facile writer"; 
although he observes that "pedantry and affectation" are 
also exhibited. On the other hand, the "Critical Notice" 
of White Jacket is easily the friendliest review of Melville 
in the AWR. He is labeled as a "world-renowned sea author" 
who is famous for his "graphic skills. " The notice goes on 
to predict that White Jacket will b� "one of the most 
popular books" of Melville ( XI, 4 4 2). 
The final notice of Melville 's works is not of Moby 
Dick, but of Pierre ( XVI, 4 46-454) . Since the review is by 
George Washington Peck, there is little chance that the 
criticism can be totally unbiased. He takes the opportunity 
not only to condemn the novel, but also to disparage 
Melville ' s  capability as  a writer of anything but "sea ­
stories" which are to those "versed in nautical lore, very 
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easy writing. ' '  Peck further indicat es that Melville ' s  
success as a popular novelist depended upon "foolish 
critics, too blind to perceive that the author had no 
other stock in trade beyond tropical scenery and eccentric 
sailors" ( XV I ,  446). Thus, he argues that Melville pro ­
duced a whole series of books in the same strain as Typee-­
�, Mardi, White Jacket, and Redburn--in quick succession. 
This indiscriminate praise had the usual effect, in that 
"Mr. Melville fancied himself a genius, and the result of 
this sad mistake has been--Pierre" (XV I,  446) . 
The criticism of Pi'erre is almost wholly based upon 
Peck ' s  obj ections on moral grounds. He opens his review by 
boldly proclaiming Pierre "A bad book ! Affected in dialect, 
unnatural in conception, repulsive in plot, and inartistic 
in construction" (XVI , 446). He later adds that : 
. . .  our experience of literature is necessarily 
large, but we unhesitatingly state, that . . .  , up 
to the present time , we never met with so t urgid, 
pretentious , and useless a book as Pierre. It is 
always an unpleasant and apparently invidious state­
ment for a c ritic to make, that he can find not hing 
wort hy of praise in a work under consideration; but 
in the case of Pierre we feel bound to add to the 
assertion the sweeping conclusion, that there we 
find everything to condemn. If a repulsive, un­
natural and indecent plot, a style disfigured by 
every paltry affectation of the worst German school, 
and ideas perfectly unparalled for earnest absurdity, 
are deserving of condemnation, we think that our 
already expressed sentence upon Pierre will meet 
with the approval of everybody who has sufficient 
strength of mind to read it through ( XV I ,  447). 
During the discussion of the action of the novel, 
Peck devotes a half page to a scathing censure of Melville 
for employing the incest theme ("feelings 
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. which even 
in their best phase can never be anything but repulsive to 
a well constituted mind") . He also chides the "pro­
fessedly moral and apparently respectable publishers" 
(Harper and Brothers) for ever consenting to issue any book 
containing such "glaring abominations" (XVI ,  4 49) . But it 
is not only the morality of the book that Peck obj ects to . 
He also ridicules Melville ' s  style as "probably the most 
extraordinary thing that an American press ever beheld . .  
Word piled upon word, and syllable heaped upon syllable, 
until the tongue grows as bewildered as the mind, and both 
refuse to perform their offices from sheer inability to 
grasp the magnitude of the absurdities" (XVI,  450-451) . 
Peck ' s  criticism becomes humorous as he selects examples 
of Melville' s ineptitude as a writer. He concludes his 
review of Pierre with the general observation that Melville 
is "wholly unfitted for the task of writing wholesome 
fictions; that he possesses none of the faculties necessary 
for such work ; that his fancy is diseased, his morality 
vitiated, his style nonsensical and ungrammatical, and his 
characters as far removed from our sympathies as they are 
from nature" (XVI,  454 ) . 
As Melville was the victim of some of the most 
irresponsible criticism in the AWR, Hawthorne was easily 
the recipient of some of the magaz·ine ' s  most perceptive 
evaluations. In a raview o f  The Blithedale Romance 
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(XVI, 417-424) , an unnamed · critic sensitively details the 
strengths of Hawthorne's style of writing. He accurately 
remarks that "between his characters and the reader falls 
a gauze-like veil of imagination, on which their shadows 
flit and move, and play strange dramas , replete with 
second-hand life. An air of unreality enshrouds all his 
creations . They are either dead, or have never lived, and 
when they pass away they leave behind them an oppressive 
and unwholesome chill . "  He adds that "Mr. Hawthorne deals 
artistically with shadows . There is a strange, unearthly 
fascination about the fair spectres that throng his works " 
(XVI, 417) . 
He feels that Hawthorne's genius is misdirected 
since his works do not give off the strong pulse of nature 
or smell of the fresh wind of morning. 
Mr. Hawthorne discards all idea of successful 
human progress. All his characters seem so 
weighed down with their own evilness of nature , 
that they can scarcely keep their balance, much 
less take their places in the universal march . . . .  
It is a pity that he displays nature to us so 
shrouded and secluded and that he should be 
afflicted with such  a melancholy craving for 
human curiosities . His men are either vicious, 
crazed, or misanthropical, and his women are 
either unwomanly , unearthly, or unhappy. His 
books have no sunny side to them . They are unripe 
to the very core (XVI , 418) . 
Of  The Blithedale Romance , the reviewer is especially 
struck by the darkness of the characters. He is unable to 
j ustify this "want of living tenderness" as he does in 
The Scarlet Letter and The House of  the Seven Gables, where 
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"a certain gloominess of thought suited the antiquity of 
the subjects . "  But "the date of the events, and the 
nature of the story, entitle us to expect something 
brighter and less unhealthy" from The Blithedale Romance . 
He sees the novel as "a melancholy chronicle" which was 
made so when Hawthorne ' s  "own baneful spirit hovered over 
the pages, and turned the ink into bitterness and tears" 
(XV I,  418). 
Upon reviewing the characters, the critic agrees 
that the novelist should have free range in drawing his 
characters, but asserts that he "has no right to blacken 
and defame humanity, by animating his shadowy people with 
worse passions and more imperfect souls than we meet with 
in the world" (XVI,  419) . He later chides Hawthorne for 
drawing "shadows" of characters since he had "earned a 
great name as a writer of romance," and would therefore 
have numerous imitators who would "inundate their books 
with skeletons" by trying to imitate his characterizations 
(XVI, 4 21) . 
After praising Hawthorne ' s  bright view of nature and 
his fine "power of language, felicity of collateral inci­
dent, and a certain subdued ric hness of style" as evidenced 
in the description of Zenobia ' s  death, the critic concludes 
that the author ' s  "genius has a church-yard beauty about it, 
and revels amid graves , and executions, and all the sad 
leavings of mortality. " Although he knows "no man whom we 
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would sooner ask to write our epitaph, " he feels that 
Hawthorne would be incapable of painting a wedding scene 
(XVI,  423 ) . 
I n  a brief notice attached to the preceding review, 
the same critic delivers Hawthorne a very harsh rebuke 
for having written the Life of Franklin Pi�Tce. He observes 
that Hawthorne "has brought before the public a book which 
unquestionably will bring him neither fame nor credit. " He 
remarks that "it is always hateful to see a man of genius 
degrading his pen into a party t ool, and pressing genius, 
designed for better ends, into the service of every empty 
puppet that is thrust undeservedly into public notice" 
(XVI,  423 ) . The critic's opinion that Hawthorne wasted 
his time in writing the biography of "so hitherto obscure 
a man as General Pierce, whose life no one cares to know, " 
must necessarily be recognized as that of a l oyal Whig with 
regard to the Democratic candidate for president in 1852. 
The only other notice of Nathaniel Hawthorne or his 
works is a review of Mosses from an Old Manse, in which the 
critic, Charles Wilkins Webber, also discusses the earlier 
Twice-To ld Tales ( IV, 296 -316). The article begins with a 
rather confusing discussion of a charge that American lit­
erary quality suffered from exaggeration in the name of 
patriotism. Webber then proposes Hawthorne as a good 
example to prove that American writers are not over -estimated. 
(Of course, Webber was right ab out Hawthorne, but then 
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Hawthorne was not the typical American writer. ) He cites 
"the universality of Hawthorne' s mind and his honestly 
philosophical read iness to recognize all truths, of what­
ever character" as they are presented in his writings 
( IV, 306). Webber further praises as one of his finest 
traits "a sort of magical subtlety of vision, which, 
though it sees the true form of things through all the misty 
obscurations of humbug and cant, yet possesses the rare 
power of compelling others to see their naked shapes through 
a medium of its own. " He also praises "a  strong common 
sense in Hawthorne [which] brushes away all cobwebs which 
obscure his subjects" ( IV, 309 ) .  
After comparing Hawthorne favorably with Charles 
Lamb, Webber then briefly discusses some of the stories of 
Twice-Told Tales 1 with particular emphasis upon the 
achievement of "Young Goodman Brown, " which as "a Tale of 
the Supernatural is certainly more exquisitely managed than 
anything we have seen in American Literature" (IV, 311). 
He concludes his estimate of Hawthorne by stating that "the 
true poet is the highest Philosopher; and it is as the true 
Poet that we most profoundly respect Hawthorne ! ' ' He cites 
"Rappaccini's Daughter" as an example  of Hawthorne' s deep 
poetry . 
In  April of 1850, George Washington Peck contributed 
a general article of critical attention to the works of 
James Fenimore Cooper, occasioned by the continued publication 
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of G. P. Putnam's standard edition and Stringer and Town­
send's edition in thirty-two volumes of Cooper's novels 
(XI ,  406 -417) . Peck's article is a good assessment of 
Cooper's contemporary reputation. He notes that "none of 
our writers has given more vivid pictures of American 
scenery than Cooper. Whether the scene be winter or 
summer , in forest or clearing, his landscapes are unmis­
takably drawings from nature" (XI ,  408) . After commenting 
that Cooper's later novels are generally "much improved in 
fluency, " he remarks that the author was "never a graceful 
or elegant writer" and that his style is "the most unsuited 
to the purposes of narrative that can be imagined. " He 
quickly adds that it is by "the power of vision, the 
collected energy of his fancy, acting in spite of his style" 
that his descriptions are so effective (X I ,  409 ) . 
Peck also recognizes that Cooper's earlier plots are 
mostly elaborately improbable, but that the later novels 
are much more realistic, with more ease of scenes and minor 
details. He then praises Cooper's "great original char­
acter, " Leatherstocking, and condemns the other men and the 
less satisfactory "females" that Cooper tries to draw. 
Cooper's novels of society fail, not because they are 
unreadable (although the dialogue is "the most artificial 
of any") , not because of "their extravagant and indis­
criminate satire, " but because they have "neither dramatic 
interest nor vrai-semblance; they are mere opinion organs 
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peopled with caricatures which lack action" (XI, 4 10-4 11). 
In his discussion of the later novels, such as 
Homeward Bound, ·Peck defends Cooper against the popular 
charges that he is "un-American in them--aristocratic--and 
personally vain. " Cooper, he suggests, very often has a 
spice of truth in his sharp sayings which should be 
tolerated from one who has done so much for America' s 
literature. He also suggests that Cooper "evidently bears 
in mind that he writes for an English as well as an Ameri­
can audience; yet, for aught we can discern, his fellow­
citizens fare no worse at his hands than Her Majesty 's 
subjects" (XI, 4 13-4 14). Before concluding his essay, 
Peck suggests that Cooper has written enough, but notes 
that Putnam' s has another story from him. In final summary 
of Cooper, he observes that "his forte is his power of fancy , 
exercised on remote scenes and objects; there it moves 
freely , unimpeded by the actual; but it is too exuberant 
to meddle with every day life, and, like a telescope, 
turned to objects near at hand, paints only distortions. 
He is at home, not in the parlor, or the street, but on 
the ocean, or in the wilderness" (X I, 4 17). 
Besides very brief "Critical Notices" of T'he Spy 
and The Pilot in the Putnam revised edition ( IX, 6 48; XI, 
109) and of ·Lives· ·of Distinguished American Naval Officers 
(I I I, 6 73-6 7 4), the only other treatment of Cooper in the 
AWR is the review of The Redskins, or Indian and Ingin, the 
last of the "Littlepage Manuscripts" ( IV, 276-281). The 
review by Charles A. Bristed is a bit unusual in its 
emphasis. Bristed seeks to prove that the novel is "in 
short , a vigorous exposure of Anti - Rentism. And it is 
also evident to us that the book was written for the 
masses, that it was designed to enlighten popular views, 
and expose popular fallacies. " He then proceeds to give 
illustrative quotations to demonstrate the five main 
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points which he believes are "affirmed, . illustrated, and 
conclusively proved" about the Anti-Rent movement ( IV, 
277). I n  concluding his article, Bristed takes a few more 
lines to perform the "lesser duties of criticism" observ ­
ing that "Mr. Cooper ' s  style is at times incurably wooden, 
and his sentences frequently read the very opposite of 
what they mean, and his mottoes occasionally have not the 
least earthly connection with the subjects of the chapters 
to which they are prefixed--we have noticed these blemishes 
and others, as who has not in every novel that Mr. Cooper 
ever wrote" ( IV, 28 1). 
Although the appea rances of the various volumes of 
G. P. Putnam ' s  standard edition of Washington Irving ' s  works 
are noted with gratitude, there is really only one critical 
treatment of Irving ' s  works or reputation as a writer given 
in the AWR. Of the ten "Critical Notices" given to works 
by Irving, only two offer any type of critical evaluation, 
since they are notices of the appearance of another of the 
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revised editions. However, with the notice of The Sketch 
Book as the second volume, the editor remarks that "a more 
elegant master of English [than Irving ] has not appeared 
this century; he is the only writer who has succeeded in 
the style of Addison and the classics, and is perhaps the 
last of that school" (X, 327). In a similar tone of 
praise, the editor heartily commends Irving's Oliver Gold­
smith, a Biography in the September, 1849, "Critical 
Notices, " observing that "a more delightful production, a 
more humane, generous, racy, fascinating biography has not 
been written on either side the Atlantic. The style is 
absolutely faultless, not even the usual appearance of 
study which marks most of Mr. I rving ' s  pages. " He con­
tinues by stating that "it combines the three elements of a 
perfect biography, to interest one in the character and in 
favor of the man, to convey a vast deal of curious collateral 
information , and to keep attention fixed by an elegant and 
continuous narrative" (X , 329). 
I n  the · December, 1850 , issue, Joseph B. Cobb, of 
Longwood, Mississippi, contributed a very thorough and 
appreciative critical review entitled "The Genius and 
Writings of Washington I rving" (XI I , 602-6 16). Cobb, as a 
Southerner, points up the general spread of Irving 1 s high 
regard by Americans. As a critic, he refuses to subject 
Irving' s works to the usual inflictions of a review because 
they "belong to a class, and a period in the history of 
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American literature, which must ever shield them from 
harsh or uncandid scrutiny. " His view of Irving's works 
is that they contain "a  magical diffusion of buoyancy . . .  
that smooths the frown of misfortune, softens the anguish 
of affliction, lights up the sombre moments of despair, 
and makes one almost laugh at the ill success which 
follows his most toilsome e fforts after the good things 
of this world" (XII, 602) . In  this pleasant capacity 
Cobb can think of only two other writers who will bear 
comparison with Irving--Laurence Sterne and Sir Walter 
Scott. Sterne ' s  Tristram Shandy is cited as a close 
parallel to the "good sense and waggish mirth" that 
abound in Irving ' s  works. Similarly, Scott's Waverley 
novels provide numerous examples of "that philosophy which 
directs itself to a healthful accommodation to the mishaps 
and vicissitudes of life" which is so prevalent in Irving ' s  
works. 
It  is with justifiable pride that Cobb quotes the 
praise of the great Scotch critic, Francis Jeffrey, who 
called Irving "the most amiable and e legant of American 
authors" (X I I, 6 15). He continues by noting that Irving 
is as popular in England as he is in the United States, 
and that his works have gone through successive editions 
in France, Germany, and Spain. I n  short, Irving was an 
international writer. 
In citing representative examples of Irving ' s  
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creative genius, Cobb calls "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" 
one of America ' s  "most cherished literary heirlooms. " 
His praise of "Rip Van Winkle" is that it is "all 
American. " He then notes that as a mere narrative, "Dolph 
Heyliger" is superior to both of the previously mentioned 
tales. He next cites "The Student of Sa lamanca" as his 
personal favorite partly because "it is free from the only 
unpleasing and unsuccessful feature in our author ' s  
writings--that is, his marvellous awkwardness in managing 
love scenes" (XII, 6 13) . However, Cobb concludes, all of 
Irving's works are stamped with the unmistakable mark of 
the laureateship of American literature . 
The critics of the AWR were not friendly toward the 
Transcendental writers in general. This fact is borne out 
in part by the relative lack of attention to the writers 
of that movement. Only two - -Ralph Waldo Emerson and 
Margaret Fuller-- receive any attention in the magazine. 
The first notice of Emerson is an unsigned review of his 
Essays : Second Series, in the March issue of the first 
volwne (I, 233-243) . The review entitled, "Mr. Emerson 
and Transcendentalism, " is primarily a rather skeptical 
discussion of the definition, origin, and progress of the 
Transcendentalist school of philosophy . In the fourth 
part of the essay, the critic discusses "the meaning and 
connection" of the i 1 Essay on Experience" in rather abstract 
fashion. He concludes his article by remarking that " the 
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other essays contain the same thoughts, the same general 
material, expressed in a different manner. " He also 
observes that the Transcendentalists' system is of a 
"partial and inadequate character" with self-exposing 
errors ( I,  243). 
Another unsigned review noticed Emerson' s Poems in 
August , 1847 (VI ,  19 7 -207). Again the criticism is rather 
incidental for the critic, who proceeds at length with 
rather vague discussions of "Uriel, " "Hermione," and "The 
Day's Ration. " He makes very few statements of approval 
or disapproval; he merely generalizes about the mysterious 
heights· which Emerson's poetry reflects. He does criticize 
Emerson ' s  "beautiful examples of an imagery which neither 
illustrates , exalts, nor intentionally vilifies" (VI ,  
206). In conclusion, he says of Emerson that "a more 
mysterious poet than our author hath not arisen in this 
age" (VI, 207) .  He then offers Emerson praise as "the 
head of his class" and commends the book of poems to the 
public's appreciation . 
The final attention given to Emerson is a brief 
" Critical Notice" of Representative Men in February of 1850. 
Since the entry is brief, it is the best estimate of the 
AWR's attitude toward the leading Transcendentalist. The 
editorial writer remarks that all of Emerson's writings 
involve the profoundest of questions and are always somewhat 
vague. He concludes his remarks by citing Emerson ' s  
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remarkable simplicity, directness , and force of language. 
In  addition, he praises Emerson for his profound analysis, 
clear critical deductions, and philosophic generalizations 
(X I ,  216) . All in all, the AWR treats Emerson with a 
qualified respect for his somewhat confusing genius. 
The only American woman writer of importance to 
receive critical attention is Emerson' s fellow Transcenden­
talist, Margaret Fuller. She is the subject of two rather 
detailed reviews. In a consideration of the Memoirs of 
Margaret Fuller Ossoli (XV, 356-36 7) , the critic , 0. W. W. , 
offers a full , but somewhat prejudiced view of this remark­
able woman. The Memoirs, edited by J. F. Clarke , R. W. 
Emerson , and W. H .  Channing, are not strongly praised, 
because of the repetitious nature of the biographical 
materials and the somewhat eclectic nature of the materials 
within the collection. He cites several examples of con­
flicting or contradicting statements by one or more of the 
editors or contributors. After he gives a thorough sketch 
of her life , the critic proceeds to discuss her strengths 
and weaknesses. Calling Margaret Fuller "the most gifted 
woman of the nineteenth century , "  he then remarks that "an 
education unsuited to her nature, a false purpose of life , 
mistaken views in regard t o  the sphere of woman, and 
circumstances in many respects untoward ,  hindered an 
harmonious development of her powers, and prevented the 
ripening of her gifts into wisdom" (XV, 36 S ) . He concludes 
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his review by commenting that "her understanding wa s large 
and active, but was hardly ever free from the influence of 
an exuberant fancy and a cola s sal pride" ( XV , 36 7) . He 
conunents that perhaps this fancy and pride were the reasons 
for her constant restlessness and lack of stability as far 
a s  writing was concerned . 
The other article is  an unsigned review of Miss 
Fuller's Papers on Literature and Art (IV, 514-519) . 
Praising her ability a s  a "eulogist par excellence, " the 
critic commends the various sketches of the writers and 
artists, and, in the main, agrees with her evaluations of 
artistic creations. He then tries to distinguish between 
two kinds of Transcendentalists--"the worshipers and the 
worshiped. " In this point he is not clear. Toward the 
last of the article he returns to his subject by commending 
Miss Fuller ' s  knowledge of the matter she writes about and 
her overall erudition, considering that she was merely a 
woman living in an age of men. 
Despite the fact that he wa s one of the most contro­
versial writers of the day, and a frequent contributor to 
the early volumes of the AWR, Edgar Allan Poe was only twice 
discussed in critica l reviews. In the first, an unsigned 
review of his Tales (II, 306-309), the critic offers 
commendation to Poe for writing "one of the most original 
and peculiar" volumes ever produced in the United States , 
which was "eminently worthy of an extensive circulation, 
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and a cordial recognition. " Poe ' s  work, the critic con­
tinues, "displays the most indisputable marks of intel­
lectual power and keenness, and an individuality of mind 
and disposition, of peculiar intensity and unmistakable 
traits" ( I I ,  306 ) . He then predicts great popularity for 
the book, "if it be not for the operation of a stupid 
prejudice which refuses to read, or a personal enmity, 
which refuses to admire. " 
The remarks of this unknown critic on the peculiar 
strengths of Poe' s fiction are especially perceptive. He 
first observes that they are different in style and matter 
from the usual romantic narrations, and then he adds that : 
. . • their peculiarity consists in developing 
new sources of interest. Addressed to the 
intellect, or the more recondite sympathies and 
emotions of our nature, they fix attention by 
the force and refinement of reasoning employed 
in elucidating some mystery which sets the 
curiosity of the reader on an edge, or in 
representing, with the utmost exactness, and in 
the sharpest outlines , the inward life of beings, 
under the· control of perverse and morbid passions. 
As specimens of subtile dialects, and the anatomy 
of the heart, they are no less valuable and inter­
esting, than as tales. Their effect is to surprise 
the mind into activity, and to make it attend, with 
a curious delight, to the unraveling of abstruse 
points of evidence, through the exercise of the 
most piercing and patient analysis ( I I, 306) . 
The reviewer then specifically commends "The Gold 
Bug," "Murders in the Rue Morgue," "The Purloined Letter, " 
and "The Mystery of Marie Roget" as "illustrations of 
forcible analysis, applied to the disentangling of 
complicated and confused questions . "  "The Fall of the 
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House of Usher" is praised as having "more potent pictorial 
effect on the imagination, and touches with more subtlety 
the mysterious feelings of supernatural terror" than any 
other American tale . He also praises "the shuddering 
sympathy with which we are compelled to follow the story, 
and the continuity of the impression which it makes on the 
mind" as the evidence of success of Poe's design. Unlike 
the other tales, "The Black Cat" is not "much to our taste," 
the critic states because of the perverseness of the 
motives and actions which the writer demonstrates in the 
inward life of the criminal (II,  308) . 
This rather thoughtful discussion of Poe ' s Tales 
concludes with the strong assertion that: 
. . .  it would be vain to deny that [ Poe's work ] 
evinces a quickness of apprehension, an intensity 
of feeling , a vigor of imagination, a power of 
analysis, which are rarely seen in any composi­
tions going under the name of "tales"; and that, 
contemptuously tossing aside the common materials 
on which writers of fiction generally depend for 
success, the writer has shown that a story may be 
all the more interesting by demanding for its full 
development the exerc ise of the s trongest and most 
refined powers of the intellect (II, 309) . 
The second of the articles on Poe is a review of The 
Works of Edgar A .  Poe edited by N. P. Willis, J .  R. Lowell , 
and R. W. Griswold (X I, 301 - 315) . The review by George 
Wash ington Peck is a thorough discussion of Poe "not as a 
phenomenon, [but ] as an organic human being . "  He first 
suggests that Poe was always "a pure-minded gentleman- -of 
a strange fancy, it is true, but never low or mean . " 
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He then adds that Poe "seems to us to have been originally 
one of the most sensitive of men , and subject to peculiar 
nervous depressions" which, perhaps , accounted for his 
being "ill-fitted for the struggle of life" (X I , 303). 
Peck remarks that Poe was "gifted with peculiar 
perceptions of the beauty of form , and of a disposition 
apt to perceive symmetrical relations in both things and 
ideas" (XI,  303). When these qualities were combined with 
his "haunted imagination" and his "ever- abiding conscious­
ness of the presence of Death , "  the results were tales and 
poems which probed more systematically and more deeply 
into the darker regions of the mind and the physical world 
than any others that had been produced to that time. These 
works , Peck observes, found a large reading audience among 
"those of delicate fancies and who are subject to gloomy 
forebodings" (XI ,  305). 
Peck remarks that even when Poe does not deal directly 
with Death, he "delights to take up and draw elaborately 
some one of those gloomy clouds that roll upward from the 
dark abyss. "  Since this ·type of writing is Poe ' s  wel 1 -known 
forte, Peck offers only a few examp les of this trait from 
"The Fall of the House of Usher," "The Gold Bug, " and "MS. 
Found in a Bottle. " He cites these same passages as 
examples of Poe ' s  "affluence of musical variety in expres­
sion, and command of words. " He then remarks that in spite 
of their originality and innate qualities, many of the tales 
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are "fragmentary and imperfect because they were hastily 
wr it ten" ( X I , 3 0 6 , 3 0 7 ) . 
By way of defense against the charges that Poe wrote 
things "on a plan" and that his stories and poems are 
"abstract, unlike anything in real life, out of all 
experience, and touching no human sympathy, " Peck offers 
two explanations for the accusations. By way of preface, 
he says that they come from "little writers, who make much 
noise, but whose minds have no strength, no connection of 
ideas. " Obviously, he says, these writers are "the natural 
foes of order, prolonged interest, and grand emotion. " 
Their quarrel with Poe, he believes, is based upon his 
gaining an immediate reputation and upon his frankness 
(XI ,  308, 309). 
Peck next shifts his critical attention to Poe ' s  
poetic works. He discusses the charge that Poe wrote 
everything "on a plan" and shows how "The Philosophy of 
Composition" is not a literal analysis of the composition 
of "The Raven, " but merely an example of Poe's playful 
manipulation of his critics. Of "The Raven , "  he says that 
there is "probably not, in all poetry or prose, an instance 
where language is made to present a more vivid picture to 
the fancy than in this poem" (XI, 310-311). He also calls 
"The Raven" a perfect example of Poe's greatest achievement 
in poetry--his musical language. 
Poe's use of music al language is of singular effect, 
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according to Peck, a former Boston music critic. Not only 
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do the words sound beautiful to the ear, but the sense of 
the words is also quite apparent to the mind . In  this 
case, Poe's musical lines are entirely dependent upon the 
meanings of words and the shape and inflection of the 
language. Peck contrasts this type of musical words with 
that of Milton and others where "the sole effect of the 
words is musical, the meaning being indistinct. " Since the 
meaning of much of Milton's poetic terminology is irrelevant 
to an understanding of the poem, his poems continue to 
tran�cend time in their sheer beauty and reception by the 
reading public . Peck observes that Poe's poems may not 
stand the test as do Milton's because of the careful inter­
twining of sound with word meaning . 
His final assessment of Poe's literary merit is one 
of decided approval. "That Poe will long be considered, as 
he is now , a poet of singular genius, there can be no ques­
tion . What he attempted, had never been attempted before; 
and he succeeded in it . He wrote poems addressed to the 
feelings, wherein the meaning is designedly vague and 
subordinate" (X I,  313) . He concludes with some remarks 
about a review of Poe, "which we are pained to see" because 
the writer believes Poe to be "mainly destitute of moral 
and religious principle" and without "elevated and generous 
sentiment. " Pe�k's ans we r  to these charges is simply to 
assert that "it was not Poe's province to deal in sentiment" 
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and that "he did not undertake to write sermons" (XI ,  
3 15). Thus, all in all, Edgar Allan Poe is treated with 
genuine respect and even perceptive attention by a critic 
who could have turned the same virulent pen upon him that 
he elsewhere used on Melville and Longfellow. 
Of all of the writers discussed in the pages of the 
�' none receives the amount of discussion that is devoted 
to Henry Wadsworth Longfellow; he or some of his works are 
discussed in several lengthy critical reviews. Some are 
friendly and praise Longfellow as a major American poe t; 
however, others are sharply condemnatory in large part 
because Longfellow ' s  poems were not as good as they should 
be to represent an American national literature. In fact, 
this ambivalence in attitude toward Longfellow ' s  place in 
the American literary scene is fairly common in other 
periodicals of the day. Although the general public praised 
Longfellow as an individual and scholar, the literary 
critics questioned his creative abilities. 
The first attention given Longfellow is a review of 
his play The Spanish Student in an article on "The American 
Drama" in the August, 1845, issue. The unsigned article, 
usually credited to Poe, examines Longfellow ' s  play after 
mod erately praising N. P. Willis' drama of Tortesa , the 
Usurer ( I I,  117-13 1). Poe, if he be the writer, attributes 
the hi gh popular opinion of Longfellow's first drama not 
to the value of the play but to the public 's general opinion 
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of the writer based upon his previous works. Although the 
popular opinion is without critical basis, Poe feels that 
the play does have interest, especially as the first 
dramatic effort of "an author who has remarkably succeeded 
in almost every other department of light literature" 
( I I , 125). 
Poe begins his consideration of the play by quoting 
illustrative passages to show its poetic beauty . He gives 
them at first because "in what follows, we are not sure 
that we have more than a very few words of what may be 
termed commendation to bestow" (I I ,  126). Poe then pro­
ceeds to demonstrate that the play lacks originality of the 
general thesis, of the incidents which develop the thesis, 
and of tone. He later suggests that "throughout The Spanish 
Student, as well as throughout other compositions of its 
author, there runs a very obvious vein of imitation" (II, 
130). He does not call Longfellow a plagiarist but he does 
leave a strong implication to this effect. Although he 
later calls Longfellow "a man of true genius, " Poe regrets 
that he wrote The Spanish Student since nits thesis is 
unoriginal, its incidents are antique; its plot is no plot; 
its characters have no character: . in short, it is little 
better than a play upon words, to style it 'a Play ' at 
all" (I I,  131). 
The next attention given to Longfellow is a two-part 
review of his The Poets and Poetry of Europe (IV, 496 -507 ; 
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580-587 ) . The review by James Hadley is, of course, 
largely devoted to consideration of the individual poets 
who are included in the collection and to illustrative 
selections from their works. Hadley praises Longfellow 
for his undertaking and conunends the work for presenting 
"a large amount of literary history and criticism" as well 
as for "tracing the origin and progress of poetry among 
the nations of modern Europe, and forming a critical 
estimate of the most eminent poets" (IV , 497). 
Evangeline is the subject of a review by George 
Washington Peck in the February, 1848, issue. He fear­
lessly proceeds to attack the latest effort of America's 
most popular poet (VII,  155-170) . His first objection is 
to the -choice of " Latin hexameter, or a form intended to 
resemble it, and without rhyme" for the poem. The effect 
of this choice is that "each line is by itself, and rushes 
down with a doleful decadence that in a short time carries 
the reader ' s  courage along with it" (VII, 16 1) . Although 
Peck' s discussion of the deficiencies of Evangeline is 
quite detailed, it is sufficient to notice only his closing 
paragraph . 
This great fault of . Evangeline, its want of 
keeping, more even than all its faults of style, 
forces us to deny it merit as a work of the 
I MAGINATION . It is radically defective as a 
great poem, in that it lacks a pervading tone . .  
It  is too unreal to be real, and too real to be 
unreal. Like a familiar landscape, done in water 
colors by a young lady, we recognize just enough 
to be most intensely aware of the unlikeness . . . .  
In  brief, it is a most labored piece of fine 
writing. The words are melodiously arranged; 
the incidents are pathetic; there is much 
- pleasing luxurious description; the natural 
feelings of the lovers are, in general , cor­
rectly, though incongruously drawn; but with 
all this, the vital spark is wanting. The 
piece does not display the depth of emotion, 
nor the height of rapture, necessary to a 
great poem . I t  does not burn or glow with 
heat, but only congeals and coldly glitters 
(VI I,  170) . 
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Peck' s concluding remark about Evangeline is echoed 
in an unsigned review of Longfellow' s Kavanagh : A Tale 
(X, 57-66). I n  the article, which is almost wholly devoted 
to sununary and illustrative passages, the critic concludes 
that Kavanagh is "pleasant sununer reading ,  but of a winter 
night one would ask a little more of the glow and fire of 
genius" (X, 58). He earlier notes that the story "has no 
plot, and little action or arrangement, " but that it has a 
character "marked by elevation of sentiment" (X , 57). I n  
addition, the descriptive power, style and diction are 
praised; however, the author's narrative powers are said to 
be monotonous. This crit ic also discusses another frequent 
criticism of Longfellow when he says that "the whole is 
strongly imitative" and then offers Richter, Dickens, and 
Lamartine as possible models ( X, 66). It is interesting 
to note that the same general criticisms are given for all 
of Longfellow' s works --prose and poetry. 
Joseph B. Cobb reviewed the new two-volume edition of 
Longfellow ' s  Poems in April, 1851 (X I I I , 359-368). As with 
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his reviews of other writers, Cobb is quite thorough and 
unafraid of stating his critical views. He does not care 
for Longfellow ' s  poems in general, and is disappointed 
with the poet in particular. In December of 1850, in his 
discussion of "The Genius and Writings of Washington 
I rving," Cobb prophesies that Longfellow has "cast before 
him the shadow of coming renown in the world of poetry, and, 
if his life shall be spared, we confidently look forward, 
we are obliged to say, to a period of poetical regeneration 
and redemption through his efforts" (XII, 615). Just four 
months later, with the publication of this volume of poems, 
Longfellow "spoiled all" with a book "at once tasteless, 
tedious , and uninteresting" (XIII, 359) . 
After commenting upon the lack of a true American 
poet and regretfully eliminating Longfellow from his list of 
prospective candidates, Cobb examines a number of the poems 
in the two volumes and illustrates their strengths and 
particularly their weaknesses. He proposes that Longfellow 
should have stuck with his "Earlier Poems" and, therefore, 
spared the present two volumes of poems, including the 
"souless pages" of the " Translations. " "The Ballads, " 
especially "The Skeleton in Armor" and "The Wreck of the 
Hesperus" (quoted in full) are somewhat more praised. 
However, "The Children of the Lord ' s  Suppern is specifically 
condemned as "miserable, prolix, drawling stuff . "  The 
"Slavery Poems" are generally passed over as rather dull. 
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Evangeline is called "most excessively dull, stiff, and 
tiresome. " In fact, Cobb "cannot say one word in its 
favor" (XI I I, 366). He concludes his .review on a positive 
note by praising The Spanish Student as "a work · of much 
intrinsic worth. " It  is, he asserts, "piquant, racy, full 
of spirit and vivacity, and contains much pretty composi ­
tion --never rising into the powerful, yet never falling 
into the commonplace" (X I I I, 368). Thus, Cobb agrees with 
George Washington Peck on Evangeline, but disagrees with 
Poe on The Spanis h Student. This diversity of opinion about 
Longfellow and his works is indicative of the general effort 
by the various critics to come to grips with this most 
promising, yet most disappointing, writer. 
On the whole, the critical articles devoted to 
American writers and their works in the AWR were sound 
assessments. As can be seen in the selections presented in 
this chapter, the critics were discriminating and vigorous 
in their praise and condemnation of the major writers and 
works of this very productive period of American literature. 
These representative attitudes hold true for the treatments 
of the large number of less important writers and works 
that are covered by the critics in the AWR. Without these 
critical articles, reviews, and notices in the AWR and other 
periodicals, American literature might not have developed 
as it did during this literary Renaissance. 
I I . CRITI C ISM OF BR I TISH WRI TERS AND WORKS 
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During the period of  1845-1852, many Americans were 
extremely hostile toward England because of the Oregon 
boundary controversy and the British imperialistic drive 
in Central America. Many Americans, including members of 
Congress, anticipated and even urged another war with 
England; fortunately, the direct military conflict did not 
materialize. However, the American press (or at least a 
large part of it) began a bold paper war against its 
British counterpart. The chief motive for this war was a 
rather hazy charge that the British press, especially the 
periodicals, was trying to dictate to the .American public 
what it should or should not read. As a result, many 
American editors and publishers were capriciously condemnatory 
of any British writer or work simply because of nationality. 
These editors and publishers felt that anything American was 
necessarily better than the best that England could offer . 
Fortunately, not all American period icals were tainted by  
this rabid form of nationalism. 
Although the AWR sought to promote the quality and 
quantity of .American writers, the editors did not see that 
they necessarily had to deprecate British writers. The 
coverage given to British writers and their works is 
generally as thorough and discriminating as that given to 
their American counterparts. The AWR tried to focus its 
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critical attention upon the writers and writings of both 
countries with equal approval of the good and disapproval 
of the bad without regard to nationality. Nevertheless, 
as has been shown in Chapter I I  of this study, the editors 
of the AWR felt that Americans were sometimes guilty of · 
misjudgment of both American and British writers. The 
editors knew that many Americans still regarded British 
literary productions as superior to American writings. 
In particular, the editors condemned the practice of 
Americans who formed their opinions of American works based 
upon the British critical judgment of the work. Similarly, 
the extravagant, unfounded praise of American works and the 
harsh, unfounded censure of British works by Americans were 
also condemned. Furthermore, the editors felt that the 
British reading public was wrong to pass over American works 
as inferior to the works of British writers. According to 
the editors of the AWR, all of these positions were based 
upon illogical premises. Therefore, in order to promote a 
rational interchange of literary criticism between the two 
nations, the AWR printed critical reviews or notices of 
nearly all of the works published by the major English 
writers during 1845-1852. In  addition, critical articles on 
the achievement of selected British writers from the 
Elizab ethan through the Romantic periods were published, 
along with occasional articles on topical issues of the day. 
These critical articles and revie ws ran through the entire 
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period of publication, although there was no regular 
pattern to their appearances. For this study, only writers 
who were published during 1845-1852 will be considered. 
The first critical attention given to a British 
writer in the AWR was devoted to one of "two poets in 
England who now belong to the new generation. " These two 
poets, according to Evert A. Duyckinck who wrote the 
article, were Alfred Tennyson and Elizabeth Barrett, who 
was the subject of the critical review ( I ,  38-48). 
Duyckinck ' s  review of Miss Barrett's volume A Drama of 
Exile, and Other Poems is in the first issue of the maga­
zine (January , 1845), and serves as a good model of the 
type of critical judgment that was extended to British 
writers in general. He takes particular care to point out 
the positive qualities of Miss Barrett ' s  poetry, but he 
likewise points out the explicit weaknesses. 
According to Duyckinck, who was a worthy literary 
critic , Miss Barrett, along with Tennyson , was one of two 
real poets in England during the mid-1 840 ' s. Although 
there were other writers who could compose "agreeable 
ver ses" or who were "easy versifiers" or "popular echoers 
of popular topics, " only Tennyson and Miss Barrett were 
true poets, even though Tennyson did not reflect "the 
manliness of the English character and the ruggedness of 
the English race" and Miss Barrett ' s  genius was of "too 
subtle and elevated an order ever to become widely popular 
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with the people" (I,  38) . Yet because of Tennyson and 
Miss Barrett, Duyckinck felt that "we too shall have our 
poets [for this age] . "  He later remarks that "this 
generation too has a poet, though Campbell be gathered to 
Westminster, and Burns be honored only at his monument, 
and Wordsworth shelter a quiet and revered age in silence" 
(I,  38). 
He mentions the fact that Miss Barrett' s new book 
has "something of the interest of an American production" 
since it was published simultaneously in England and 
America, l and since several of the poems had been previously 
printed in American magazines ( I ,  38) . · He further asserts 
that Miss Barrett "confidently turns to this much -abused 
and il l - represented America, and pours before us the wealth 
of her mind" rather than ignoring America as a reading 
audience ( I ,  39). Duyckinck notes that Miss Barrett ' s  
attitude toward America does much "to wash out the ignorance, 
flippancy, and contempt of British writers and travellers; 
who have, indeed, done themselves a greater wrong than us, 
by encouraging in themsel ves the practical infidelity and 
inhumanity of denying any goodness or virtue to so large a 
portion of the human race' ' ( I ,  39) . He was a firm advocate 
of American nationalism. 
lThe American edition was published under the care 
of Cornelius Mathews, one of Duyckinck ' s  literary 
associates. 
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I n  his discussion of Miss Barrett's designation as 
"an original poet in English literature, " Duyckinck remarks 
that he "implied that her merits, however distinct and 
unquestionable, are of a class that ·requires some study 
and preparation in the reader before he can fully appreciate 
them' i  ( I ,  39) .  Miss Barrett's poetry , according to him, 
was not like the popular verses of the other women poets 
of the day; in fact, her "subtle style may always remain 
vague and dim to the popular apprehension. " He further 
warns the "readers at libraries, and the loungers at book­
sellers' counters" against making snap judgments of Miss 
Barrett's poetry based upon random glances because her 
most evident characteristic is her subjectivity ( I, 39) . 
" It is not the self-torturing or diseased spirit of a mind 
recoiling from the outer world of God, man, and nature, and 
painfully turned upon itself. There is no self-willed 
arrogance, or spiritual pride, or morbid consciousness" in 
Miss Barrett's poetry (I, 40) . He asserts that Miss 
Barrett ' s  type of subjectivity is gathered from the study 
of Aeschylus and the Hebrew prophets. 
However, the prevalent trait of Miss Barrett's mind 
that Duyckinck notices in her poetry is "its truly feminine 
character. " According to him, Miss Barrett's mind was 
able "by a long and natural process of assimilation" to make 
"the rich spoils of books and antiquity" part of "the 
texture of the mind itself" without the "awkwardness and 
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pedantry" of most learned men and women ( I ,  40). He later 
remarks that her learning "does not stand in the way of 
her womanly nature, but is rather a severe discipline 
which refines, elevates that nature, and puts not a pebble 
in the way of its natural course" (I , 41). 
Most of Duyckinck' s article is devoted to extensive 
quotations from various poems in the volume . These illus­
trative passages are usually given with little or no 
comment from the critic. He later pauses among the quota­
tions to observe that "each [ of the poems] , with a fine 
under-current of the original mind of the authoress, is a 
new creation" which deserves to be studied "as we study 
the minor poems of Goethe and Schiller. With the flexi­
bility of language of the one , they have much of the moral 
significance of the other. " Duyckinck singles out ' 'The 
Dead Pan" as "a  supplement" to Schiller's "Gods of Greece, " 
and asserts that "in felicity of language, in historical 
enthusiasm, in picturesque beauty, it is as certainly equal 
to Schiller 's poem, as in its Christian morality it is 
superior" (I , 47). Duyckinck' s concluding remark is that 
the book is "pure, genuine, honest, a book of sustained 
power, well suited no le�s by its high Christian sentiment, 
than as an example of genius without art i fice" (I, 48). 
The next notice of Miss Barrett 's poetic achievement 
is not quite so favorable . In an unsigned article devoted 
to "Modern English Poets, " the critic discusses the- personal 
and artistic achievements of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
and her husband Robert (X IV, 462-466) . Although nearly 
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the whole article is devoted to a profusely illustrated, 
but rather non-critical review of her works through Casa 
Guidi ' s  Windows, Mrs. Browning, who is called "the most 
original poetess in the English language, " is gently chided 
for the " monotony to her verse which really belongs more to 
its sound than its sense" (X IV, 46 2) . She is further 
scolded for her love of the abstract, and the "decided 
imitation of her husband ' s  style" (XIV, 464) . 
This same anonymous critic devotes little more than 
one column to his discussion of Robert Browning (XIV, 466 ) .  
After noting that Browning had enj oyed "an American fame" 
for two or three years, he concludes that "as it requires 
a study to master his symbols, " he will probably never be 
a popular poet. This estimate of Browning ' s  potential as 
a popular poet is shared in an earlier unsigned review 
(perhaps by the same critic) of "Browning's Poems" (XI ,  
38 8 - 3 99) . Although the critic states that Browning ' s  
genius is outstanding and that his poetry is of an enduring 
superiority, he is, nevertheless, chided for his obscure 
language and symbols. " If Mr. Browning be the poet of a 
transition state, this may explain one of his worst faults, 
namely, his occasional obscurity or unintelligibility . I f  
he stands in the twilight of a coming day, it is  not 
strange that familiar shapes emerge indistinctly, here and 
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there, and assume unrecognizable forms, while the new 
revelations, which shall brighten with glory in the rising 
sun, still glimmer mystically from the shadows that 
enshroud them" (XI , 388) . The reviewe·r even suggests 
that the true explanation may be "the indolence or the 
perversity of the author . "  Besides Browning ' s  "imperfect 
expression, " the critic also cites "the abstruse and 
recondite nature of many of his thoughts" as a reason for 
his obvious obscurity in his dramatic poetry. 
The rest of the article discusses several of 
Browning's poetic dramas . Paracelsus is labeled "the 
most ambitious, but the least satisfactory" of his plays 
( XI , 389) . The critic expresses pleasure with Pippa 
Passes (XI , 391-392) , but then cites Colombe ' s  BirthdaX , A 
Blot on the ' Scutcheon, and Lusia as his three favorites of 
the plays . He proposes that Colombe ' s  Birthday will be the 
most popular because "it is full of stir , incident, and 
vivacity; its characters all speak in propria persona, 
without showing the author through them, and the dialogue 
is managed with an exquisite grace and tact. " In addi tion, 
"there are no prolix speeches, no long metaphysical dis­
quisitions, but a brisk interchange of thought and senti­
ment, a constant development of the plot, and a delicacy 
and precision of characterization, which awaken an interest 
in the persons for their own sakes" (XI , 393) . A Blot on 
the ' Scutcheon, the reviewer asserts, "surpas ses, in beauty 
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and pathos, all that Mr. Browning has written" ( XI, 3 95) . 
Lusia is cited as a work in which "theories are too 
imperfectly transfused into character" and as "poem and 
commentary in one'' ( XI, 3 9 7) .  After mentioning several 
more dramatic plays and poems, he concludes by stating 
that he is "convinced that he [Browning] has yet high 
duties to fulfill for his age" ( XI, 3 98) . 
Although he was a dominant figure on the literary 
scene, especially as Poet Laureate after Wordsworth's 
death in 1850, Alfred Tennyson received little substantive 
criticism in the AWR. In fact, only two short articles on 
Tennyson are of interest. The first, "A Few Words about 
Tennyson" (XII , 176-181) by a critic known only as " P. , "  
appeared in August, 1850. In this discussion, Tennyson is 
called "the greatest living instance, if not the greatest 
that ·has lived" of the school of poetry that is governed by 
"the dictates of Nature and of Truth" ( XI I, 178) . The 
critic summarizes Tennyson ' s  chief qualities as his power 
of mel odious expression, his descriptive talent, and his 
imagination which is "the soul and vital cause of all 
Poetry. If we add to these, a certain concentration and 
subjection of thought, a depth of t ragic power, and a deep 
philosophy, we shall have attained a tolerably correct idea 
of Tennyson's power as a poet. A power which owes its 
effects to its being fitted for the mind in its most 
ima g in at iv e state" (XI I , 18 0) .· 
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The second article of value on Tennyson is part of 
"Recollections of Poets Laureate" (XV, 520-523). The 
anonymous critic as ses ses Tennyson ' s  strengths and weak­
nes ses, especially the latter. 
Tennys on is not a great poet, except in a 
limited range . His appeal is not to the natural 
heart, but to the peculiarly trained mind . He 
1s the poet of education . His strength lies in 
the subtle tendernes s  and apparent simplicity 
with which he clothes objects of little interest 
to the ma s ses. His muse  is "simplex munditiis. " 
He is the Laureate of the aristocracy; tfie poet 
of the refined clas ses, of the mentally sensual . 
His s trength lies in his sweetnes s; like the 
enigma of Samson, the solution is honey. In 
this particular range he is unrivalled . . . . 
He is the first of his clas s, but the clas s is 
not the highest (XV, 520-521) .  
He later adds that Tennyson ' s  "great defect is a want of 
earnestnes s. He treats every thing not philosophically, 
but skeptically. He feels every thing mildly, dreamily, 
languidly, in a sort of softened intensity; but he believes 
nothing" (XV, 5 22.) . 
Of Tennyson ' s  works,  the critic remarks that the 
s imp le s ong s, ballads , and idyll s are the mos t genuine. 
"Had he only written the ' Lord of Burleigh, ' ' Dora, ' ' Lucy 
Morland, ' ' The Latos Eaters, ' and ' Locksly Hall, ' the world 
would have concluded that the avatar of poetry had been 
prematurely cut off. Each of these is a mas terpiece in 
it s own line" (XV, 521) . At least two major poems are 
somewhat les s  enthusiastically mentioned. "The Princes s :  
a Medley" is cited as lacking h1..unan interest, al though it 
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has "many exquisite passages, and displays great finish of  
style. " Tennyson' s sincerity of  grief in the funereal " In 
Memoriam" is questioned. The critic felt that the verses 
were merely an outward show, without true inward sorrow 
(XV , 522) . He also mentioned "The Lover's Tale, " a sup-
pressed poem of nearly two thousand lines, which is praised 
as " one of the sweetest poems Tennyson ever wrote" (XV, 
S 2 2) 
The first of three varying discussions of William 
Wordsworth in the AWR is a rather full attempt "to follow 
Wordsworth through his spiritual autobiography, " The 
Prelude (XIII, 448-457) . This article is primarily a 
retelling of the poem complemented by the critic's 
"co pious extracts. " The critic, identified only as 
"O . W . W. , "  predicts that the poem will be the most popular 
of all of Wordsworth's works because "in it he speaks to 
the heart in its various mo ods, and gives tongue to the 
latent emotions of the soul" (XI II,  456 ) . A second article 
by this same critic is a rather long and rambling discussion 
of the evolution of poetry and philosophy in Europe, 
especially England, since the early eighteenth century ; 
Wordsworth is only occasionally mentioned in general 
terms (XIV, 6 8-80) . 
The third discussion of Wordsworth is in the 
previously-mentioned " Recollections of Poets Laureate. " 
In the first half of the essay (XV, 516- 520) , the author--
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"one who had the pleasure of bringing Leigh Hunt and Words­
worth into friendly intercourse, after an estrangement of 
above twenty-eight years"-- reminisces about his personal 
friend, but devotes no attention to critical thought of 
his poetry. The writer concludes his essay with the 
assertion that although Wordsworth "has written much 
which is nothing but sensible and high-sounding prose, " 
he is still, "as an embodiment of the poetical character 
in its loftiness and purity, . .  the great twin brother 
of Mi 1 ton" (XV, 5 2 0) . 
The longer of two articles in the AWR devoted to 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge is by James Davenport Whelpley 
(X, 532-539, 633 - 6 36 ) .  The essay is largely devoted to a 
discussion of Coleridge's system of philosophy and his 
position as "the writer of English, [who] carried the 
dialect and phrase of philosophy to its height" (X, 537 ) . 
In  addition, Whelpley does mention some of the weaknesses 
of Coleridge' s style which cause many readers to become 
hopelessly lost in a conglomeration of learned language, 
obscure theory, parenthetical accidentals of thought , and 
"ideas [which ] are worded in conformity to his own, and to 
no other, experience" (X, 536) . As with the case of Words­
worth, the AWR gives no substantive comment on the poetry 
of Coleridge. 
S imilarly, the other essay on Coleridge is devoted 
to a discussion of him as a literary critic and not as a 
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poet ( I I I , 581-587). The essayist states that Coleridge 
is "the true exponent of the philosophical criticism of 
the [nineteenth] century. He was the first who made 
criticism interpretative both of the spirit and form of 
works of genius, the first who fou.�ded his principles in 
the nature of things . . . .  Amid a host of professional 
critics, it was reserved for a poet to declare the true 
principles on which literary judgments should be grounded" 
( I I I, 583). After noting that Coleridge 's literary 
criticism is, "to be sure, full of provoking faults" since 
his prose is sometimes "diffuse, obscure and languid, 
branching off into episodes and digressions, and not always 
held together by any perceptible thread of thought" ( I I I , 
585), the essayist concludes in a strongly positive assess­
ment . 
He showed that there are deeper principles in­
volved in what men loosely reason upon, and 
carelessly praise or condemn, than are generally 
acknowledged. He was most disposed to examine 
a book or an institution , to discern its meaning, 
while others were joining the hue and cry against 
it. And, especially, he changed criticism from 
censorship into interpretation--evolving laws, 
when others were railing at forms . His influence 
in this respect has been great. He has revolu­
tionized the tone of Jeffrey ' s  own review . 
Carlyle, Macaulay , Talfourd, all the most 
popular critics of the day, more or less follow 
his mode of judgment and investigation ( I I I , 587). 
The anonymous reviewer of The Life and Correspondence 
of  Robert Southey, LL. D. , edited by Charles Cuthbert 
Southey , gives an extensive summary of the elder Southey ' s  
life (X I I I, 1 57-168 , 399-407). He asserts that Southey 
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was "a virtuous, but not great man; a kind one_, but not 
a philanthropist; a pleader, not a philosopher; . the 
correspondent and acquaintance of Scott, Coleridge, and 
Wordsworth, but not the friend or sympathizer of either" 
(XI I I, 407) .  Although no specific poems are cited, the 
reviewer does give a general critique of Southey' s ability 
as a poet. 
As a poet, his chief excellence consists in 
a perfect command over the English language, which 
enabled him to describe precisely what was 
necessary to forward his plan, whether gorgeous 
illustration or elaborate description. His 
longer poems abound with admirable specimens of 
every kind of description, whether of the 
passions or of mere historical events; but we 
miss those electric flashes which show the 
original poet. He is great in all the external 
appliances of poetry; he is wonderfully learned 
and ingenious, rather than a poet of genius; he 
models everything perfectly, but he does not 
create; he writes all that can be written about 
any poetical subject, but the faculty of making a 
new subject, or treating an old one in a new 
light, does not belong to him: he has no vivifring power; he cannot create a soul under the ribs o 
Death (XI I I, 406) .  
Aside from occasional references in articles about 
other poets, little or nothing is said in the � of the 
three young Romantics- - Byron, Shell ey, and Keats. The only 
notice of George Gordon, Lord Byron or his works is a brief 
" Critical Notice" about an edition of his writings "by his 
son, George Gordon Byron, a resident of Virginia" (X, 658). 
This fake son was evidently trying to capitalize on the 
scarcity of Byron ' s  works. The absence of critical atten­
tion is not unexplainable, considering the popular opinion 
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of Lord Byron's personal life. Percy Bysshe Shelley fares 
a bit better in the magazine. In May , 1847, Joseph Hartwell 
Barrett's essay "Characteristics of Shelley" was printed 
because "the degree of reputation to which Shelley's 
poetical works have attained is such as at once compels 
us soberly to consider their merits" (V, 534-537). Although 
he recognizes the merits of The Cenci, Prometheus· Unbound, 
and "Adonais" as individual works, Barrett criticizes 
Shelley' s poetry in general. He likens Shelley ' s  poetry 
to "the drama of Hamlet, with the character of Hamlet 
omitted" and he also charges that Shelley's muse "never 
treads the earth, except en her favorite stilts, egotism and 
agitation" (V , 535) . Similarly, he is blamed because he 
"never enters into the sober sadness of human life--into 
the reality of all that real persons do and feel' ' (V, 536). 
Finally, Barrett asserts that "everything is overdone" and 
"wearied and bewildered with dancing up and down" when it 
should "take every step right onward" (V, 536). 
Of the three young Romantics , John Keats receives the 
most attention from critics in the AWR. In  a review of  
Richard Monckton Milnes' edition of !he Life , Lett�rs, and 
Literary Remains of John Keats (VI I I , 6 03-610), Charles 
Astor Bristed devotes most of the article to praise of the 
book for its presentation of "Keats the man. " Toward the 
last of the essay , Bristed affirms that there is little that 
he can say about Ke ats ' s poetry "after what Hunt, and 
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Jeffrey , and now Milnes have said"; however , he does 
"mention and insist [that there is ] a steadily progressive 
improvement discernible throughout his productions. As 
he learned more of books , of . men , of his own mind , all his 
additional knowledge told immediately on his poetic art" 
(VI I I , 610) . 
In  addition to Bristed ' s  observations on Keats ' s  
life , James Davenport Whelpley contributed a review of 
' 'Hyperion" (XIV, 311-322) , al though the article has 1 i ttle 
to say about the poem. Whelpley ' s  chief objection to 
Keats ' s  poetry is the "peculiar defect of tnterruptedness"; 
"the genius of the poet flares up , dies out, and flares 
again , as if there were a dearth of fue 1 to feed it. " 
Furthermore , he asserts that for a variety of reasons Keats 
"produced nothing entire" (X IV , 312) . The only strength 
of the poet that Whelpley emphasizes is "his power of 
imitation , . . . the left hand of genius, of which original­
ity is the right" (X IV , 316). Whelpley even calls Keats 
"the most delicate and successful imitator of modern times"; 
however , "this admirable child of fancy [is not ] among 
poets of the first order" (XIV , 316 ) . Perhaps Keats , along 
with Byron and Shelley , died toe young after a life that 
was too non-conventional and a career that was too brief 
to be given adequate notice in a mid-nineteenth-century 
American periodical like the AWR. 
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The treatment of the major novelists of nineteenth­
century England is restricted to a few essays and several 
"Critical Notices" of four wr iters--Emily and Charlotte 
Brontij, Charles Dickens, and William Makepeace Thackeray. 
In  general, the criticism of these writers and their works 
is perceptive and still in accord with today ' s  critical 
taste. However, the June , 1848, review of Emily Bronte's 
Wuthering Heights is a piece that is substantially differ­
ent in tone from the general opinion of the novel today 
(VI I,  572-585). The difference is directly attributable 
to the identity of the re viewer --George Washington Peck, 
the highly moralistic critic of Herman Melville. Although 
Peck was a highly perceptive writer , his critical opinions 
of a work were near ly always influenced by his views on the 
morality of the work and the author; such is the case with 
Wuthering Heights. 
Peck begins his review of the book by citing what he 
feels to be its chief fault--"an ill-mannered contempt for 
the decencies of language. " He also adds that it was 
written in "a style which migh't resemble that of a York­
shire farmer who should have endeavored to eradicate his 
provir1cialism by taking lessons of a London footman" (V I I , 
572). Despite his dislike of its language . he can praise 
the book as "original . . .  powerful; full of suggestive­
ness. " However, he immediately adds that "still it is 
coarse . . . .  The whole tone of the style of the book 
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smacks of lowness. It  would indicate that the writer was 
not accustomed to the society of gentlemen, and was not 
afraid, indeed , rather gloried , in showing it" (VI I,  573) . 
Peck ' s  severity of judgment on the language and tone of 
the novel is strengthened by the realization that he 
believed its author to be male. What would he have said, 
had he known that the author was a woman ! 
He continues his attack on the author ' s  language and 
low tone throughout the essay. He concludes that the author 
is "one who is evidently unfamiliar with and careless of 
acquiring, the habits of refined society. " As an example, 
Peck points out that "several of the characters swear worse 
than ever the troops did in Flanders" (VI I , 575). He 
further states that the author ' s  style shows that he "has 
got the maggot in his brain, that low words are the 
stron gest, and low manners the most natural" (VI I,  57 6). 
He later extends his condemnation because "the coarseness 
extends farther than the mere style; it extends all through ; 
and the crude style and rude expres s ions are too much in 
keeping with the neces sary situations . It  deals constantly 
in exaggerated extremes of passion. From �he beginning to 
the end, there is hardly a s c ene which does not place the 
actors in the most agonizing or antagonizing predicament 
possible" (V I I , 577) . 
Peck concedes that the characters of Wuthering 
He ights are forcefully drawn and seem to b e  startingly 
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alive, "yet when we lay the book aside, they collapse, 
they die, they vanish; and we see that we have been cheated 
with illusory semblances. The children know too much 
about their minds and too litt le about their bodies; they 
understand at a very early age all the intelle ctual and 
sentimental part of love, but the 'bloom of young desire' 
does not warm their cheeks . The grown-up charact ers are 
the mere tools of fixed passions. Their actions and sayings 
are like those of monomaniacs or persons who have breathe d 
nitrous oxide" (VI I, 579). 
In  spit e of his strong moral objections to the novel , 
Peck does admit that Wuthering Heights is "a work of many 
singular merits. " He first praises it as a book which goes 
beyond "the surfaces and conventionalities of life. It 
lifts the veil and shows boldly the dark side of our de­
praved nature. It teaches how little the ends of life in 
the young are rough hewn by experience and benevolence in 
the old . It goes into the under-current of passion , and 
the rapid hold it has taken of the public shows how much 
truth the re is hidden under its coarse extravagance" (VI I , 
5 8 0) . He next praises the novel as a work of "imagination 
and power. " A third ·source of praise is the "singularly 
effective and dramatic" dialogue of the book (VI I, 581). 
Peck' s final assessment of the novel is one of 
either qualified approval or of reserved censure . " L et it 
stand by itself , a coarse, original, power ful book, - - one 
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that does not give us true characters, but horridly strik­
ing and effective ones . "  He concludes that the novel will 
"live a short and brilliant life, and then die and be for ­
gotten. For when the originality becomes familiarized, 
there will not be truth enough left to sustain it" (VI I ,  
582) . Of the novelist, Peck expresses the fear that he 
will " commit some new gaucherie . . . like a friend who 
continually ann oys you with a want of tact" (VI I, 585). 
E xcept for a brief "Critical Notice" of Shirley by 
"Currer Bell" which calls the novel "superior  in ·some 
respects to her earlier ' sensation' Jane Eyre" (XI, 111-
112), the other attention to Charlotte Brant� and her 
sister Emily is a short , but concise discussion of Shirley, 
Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, and Wildfell H.!_U in the 
March , 1850, issue by T. Colden Cooper (XI,  230 - 234). In 
his dis cussion, Cooper compares and contrasts the duos of 
"these brilliant novels . . .  by kindred hands [ which ] show 
a marked resemblance of mental powers in their authors, and 
as strong contrasts of character" (XI , 230). He asserts 
that the plots of the novels "drag heavily along, " and that 
u this de fect injures their power of portraiture, and [ that ] 
some scenes are failures, plainly from inability to weave 
incident to clothe the fair conceptions of their fancy" 
(XI, 230). He does, however, observe that their main char­
acters are as life-like as any in literature. 
As a critic, Cooper takes a somewhat bold stance b y  
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proclaiming these novels as "the best love-stories we have 
ever read. " He then compounds his assertion by designat-
ing Wuthering Heights as the best example of the love story , 
because it "tears off , roughly enough, the tinsel from 
passion." In it, the man, "harsh, pitiless, wolfish, without 
a spark of kindness for the woman whose passion yet fills 
his whole life, " and the woman, "equally . a human 
tiger, " are "selfish--not sensual--fierce, and frenzied" 
in their "sheer love" (XI,  230). Of Jane Eyre and Shirley, 
the reviewer notes that although their love-scenes are "less 
wrought up in the portrayal of passion, they involve a 
greater knowledge of character . . . . They point out the 
mental and moral traits for which, and for which only, men 
and women love each other" (XI, 230) . 
Cooper devotes the last half of his article to 
equating the deficiencies in benevolent characters, pity, 
and justice in the novels to the authors' personal char­
acters. He especially castigates Emily for "the sullen 
lower of destructiveness" and "the whine of affection 
followed by the growl of rage" in her characters; he asserts 
that these can only come from "the gloomy depths c f  her 
own heart" (XI, 233) . His final assessment of Emily is that 
"she would make a glorious lover, but a very uncomfortable 
wife" (XI ,  234). His final judgment of Charlotte is less 
harsh; she is "a complete daguerreotype" of her successful 
female characters, all "cast in the Shirleian mould" (XI , 
2 33) . 
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I n  spite of the fact that he was the particular 
exponent of periodical literature, the author of at least 
twelve works of fiction by 1852, the creator of some of 
the most memorable characters in fiction, and the announcer 
of all manners of social injustices in his fiction, Charles 
Dickens received almost no critical attention in the AWR. 
Although his novels were extremely popular in the United 
States, especially following his tour of the country, there 
is, besides a few "Critical Notices, " only one article 
devoted to Dickens, and even it is not all his . In  "Bleak 
House, Charles Dickens, and the Copyright" (XVI, 204-2 1 3), 
the critic- -perhaps George Washington Peck--first discusses 
"the general deterioration of Mr. Dickens ' s  later works" 
with Bleak House as an example, and then editorializes on 
the matter of the proposed international copyright law. 
The writer of the article quotes three excerpts from 
other periodicals which show the basic patterns of criticism 
on Dickens. The three notices vary widely on Dickens's 
"character-vocabulary" and "the moral tendency of his 
works" (XVI, 205). Dickens is called "eminent and 
remarkab le" because of the popular reception of his numerous 
fictional pieces, which the writer lists in chronological 
order. The reviewer then undertakes to "state a few plain 
and obvious convictions relative to Mr. Dickens ' s  present 
merits . "  He notes that Dickens "has not written himself 
out" nor found "the field of his pec uliar genius . . .  less 
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wide or fruitful" than before (XV I, 206) . He then lays 
the blame for the increasing inferiority of Dickens' s 
works (as he sees the case to be) squarely on Dickens; 
"Mr. Dickens has grown careless" (XV I,  207 ) . 
The critic next focuses his attention on "a few 
sentences [ from Bleak House] which are hardly up to the mark 
of  a first-rate classic" (XVI,  200) . His first illustra­
tion is of what he calls "penny-a-lining"--the opening 
paragraphs of Bleak House ! In  this case, as in most of 
the others, the critic is off-target. Another case in 
point is his obj ection to "the perpetuation of a manu­
factured oddity in a character"; his illustrations are 
"the exclamations of Mr . Jarndyce touching the locality of 
the wind [which ] are numerous and tedious beyond all 
precedent" (XV I ,  209) . He regards these as "unmistakable 
signs of literary haste, presumption, and carelessne ss" 
(XV I,  210) . 
The final observation that he makes about Dickens 
and Bleak House is by way of transition into the discussion 
of the copyr ight. Dickens is cove rtly accused of  plagiarism ! 
The crit ic- - who by the illustration cited might well be 
Evert Duyckinck or Cornelius Mathews himself--accuses 
Dickens with "the reproduction . . .  of our fancies" (XVI, 
210) , The case in point is the "curious coincidence of 
description" between the passage from Bleak House in 
which the old man in the j llllk shop carefully wrote out 
"Jarndyce" and "Bleak House, " one letter at a time in 
laborious style, and a passage from Cornelius Mathews ' s  
Big Abel and Little Manhattan in which a boy wrote out 
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a name over and over again slowly letter by letter. Since 
the passage from Mathews ' s  novel had been reprinted in 
the Westminster Review, the critic knew that the Dickens 
passage had to be plagiarized. A second opinion need 
hardly be asked for; there is no essential similarity other 
than the "letter by letter" part . The critic closes his 
article with a discussion of the injustices suffered by 
American and British writers because of the lack of an 
international copyright law . 
The other great novelist of the period, William 
Makepeace Thackeray, receives much the same scanty notice 
as Dickens . There are several ' ' Critical Notices" of his 
works, but only one major article--a review of Vanity Fair 
contributed by Charles Astor Bristed (VI I I , 421-431) . 
Bristed' s article is a mixture of critical review and 
familiar essay; the predominant impressions to be gathe red 
are that he enjoyed reading Vanity F air, that Becky Sharpe 
is "an extraordinarily original creation, " and that Thack­
eray is a good writer of humorous sketches . Bristed does 
not delineate the specific strengths or weaknesses of the 
novel or the writer. None of the other brief notices of 
Thackeray ' s  novels add any substantial criticism, positive 
or negative. Perhaps Thackeray was too popular and too 
current to merit an evaluation of his powers. 
The last major group of writers that received 
critical attention in the AWR was composed of the 
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familiar essayists and their counterparts, the non-fiction 
essayists. During the period of the AWR (1845-1852), the 
essay, familiar and non-fiction, was an extremely popular 
form of writing in England due, in large part, to the 
great number of periodicals for which it was highly appro­
priate. Of the men who wrote these essays, no one was more 
popularly regarded than the familiar essayist, Leigh Hunt; 
no one was more extensively reviewed than Thomas Carlyle. 
Other writers in this broad group who received notice in 
the magazine are John Stuart Mill (V, 396-399) and John 
Ruskin, of whom several " Critical Notices" are given, but 
no major articles. 
Leigh Hunt is the subject of three similar articles 
in the AWR. The second of the three is a rather long 
unsigned review of his Autobiography (XI I I , 34·53) . The 
article is entirely friendly to Hunt as a man, a poet, and 
an essayist. The first article is a review of Men, Women, 
and Books contributed by George Washington Peck in October , 
1847 (V I ,  399-405). Peck accords unreserved praise to 
Hunt's essays in figurative language : "Each sentence is 
a bonbon, and each whole is therefore a heap of delicious 
sweetmeats of all conceivable flavors" (VI ,  403). Peck i s  
also probably the contributor of the third article on Hunt 
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in the May , 1852, issue (XV, 444-448). In  this essay, he 
mixes biography with anecdote and reflection with criticism 
to produce a pleasant sketch of Hunt. Of Hunt ' s  abilities 
as a writer, Peck observes that he is "a pleasant and 
gossipy" prose writer; a "piquant, graceful, and artistic" 
poet who is "deficient in power"; an "acute and appercep­
tive" critic who is opposed to innovation . Peck concludes 
by stating that "whatever Hunt touches he ornaments, though 
he never draws out any hidden or original thought' ' (XV , 
448) 
The coverage given to Thomas Carlyle by the critics 
of the AWR is extensive--three major articles and several 
"Critical Notices" of varying lengths . The reasons for 
this attention are based upon his reputation with the 
general reading public. A large portion of American read ­
ers , especially the cons ervative readers of the �' hated 
Carlyle 1 s writings since they were transcendental in their 
language and thought (or so the ·common view maintained); 
therefore, the critics took upon themselves the task of 
reviewing Carlyle ' s  new works to keep the readers informed 
of his .latest "extravagance, prerr..edi tated oddity , and 
affectation" of language ( I I I , 397). However, another part 
of the American people were interested in Carlyle ' s  writings 
because of their devotion to the philosophies of religion, 
ethics, politics, and history . Some critics seemed to 
delight in trying to please both segments with extensive 
reviews of the works that pointed out every type of 
language peculiarity. 
The first of the reviews is of Carlyle ' s  Letters 
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and Speeches of  Oliver Cromwell in which the anonymous 
critic praises Carlyle for giving the world a judicious 
picture of the Puritan Protector and his rebellion ; however, 
he also castigates Car lyle for the numerous liberties and 
affectations of his language ( I I I , 396-414) . The second 
art icle is an unsigned review of Sartor Resartus in the 
February, 1849, issue ( IX, 121-134) , twelve years after 
the book was given to the American people. In  general, the 
cr itic tolerates the work, but does not necessarily give 
his approval to it. He "cannot believe that Mr. Carlyle 
has any rational ly devised plan, or any definite expecta­
t ion, --aside from a determination to disturb men from the 
repose and contentment into which he fancies they have 
degenerately sunk down" ( I X , 1 29 ) . The reviewer affirms 
that no rational man has the right to treat his fellowman 
in such a capricious manner. He concludes his review with 
a surrunary o f  his views of the book. 
At the first glance, Sartor Resartus is 
repulsive . It wears all the appearance of 
eccentricity and affectation, if not of ab solute 
ill-breeding. The name itself is an enigma-­
suggestive of no very refined or exalted reflec­
tions. Nor does the oddity of the whole affair 
wear off upon a more int imate acquaintance. We 
are compelled to exercise an unaccustomed for­
bearance- -a  tax upon the reader ' s  politeness , 
which no writer is justified in mak ing. We feel 
at once that he either intends to set our judgment , 
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our habits of thinking, and our acquired tastes 
at defiance; or else to startle us, by hazardous 
exploits in the chase of originality, with a not 
over good -mannered regard for our nervous 
sensibilities. And either view of the case is 
quite unpropitious (IX , 134). 
The third review is of the six lectures On Heroes, 
Hero -Worship, and the Heroic in History ( IX, 339-344a) . 
The anonymous critic identifies himself as the author of 
the earlier review of Sartor Resartus. He asserts that 
Carlyle benefited from presenting his material as lectures; 
"the effect is to lop off extravagances, to restrain an 
unbecoming violence of feeling and lawlessness of imagina­
tion, and to curb an egotistical defiance of the tastes 
and opinions of his contemporaries, which the actual 
presence of an audience would render, in point of fact, 
as in some of his works it is in substance, a breach of 
propriety and true politeness" (IX, 339). According to the 
critic, Carlyle now seems to be able to accept a settled 
picture of the elements around him and to accept human 
limitations--to some degree (IX, 339) . However, Carlyle 
is again rebuked for the "oracular" tone of his works , the 
"anomalous use . of certain words," and his over-
attention to etymology ( IX, 340, 342, 343) . 
In  addition to his stylistic obj ections, the critic 
obj ects to Carlyle's choice of subj ects for the last five 
essays--Mahomet, Dante and Shakespeare, Luther and Knox, 
Johnson, Rousseau , and Burns, and Cromwell and Napoleon. 
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He readily accepts Mahomet, Luther, Knox ("in his humble 
degree"), Cromwel l, and Napoleon as "in reality heroic in 
their lives"; however, he can hardly conceive of Dante, 
Shakespeare , Johnson, and Burns as heroic, and he states 
that Rousseau is "quite the reverse." He ventures to 
state that he could have selected a much more representa­
tive group of ten men, if Carlyle had but asked him ( I X, 
343). 
Except for two ponderous critiques of Thomas Babing­
ton Macaulay' s works ( I X ,  499-522 and XI , 347-368) , there 
are no other discussions of major British writers of the 
AWR period (1845-1852) in the magazine. Although several 
of the writers who have been mentioned were given insuf­
ficient coverage, and a lthough some of the articles were 
l e s s  than perceptive criticisms, the general attention 
given to the major poets, novelists, and essayists of mid­
nineteenth-century England is both representative and sub­
stantial. In  addition, in no case did the American critic 
or the AWR editor capriciously or ma liciously deprecate 
the qual ity of any work or the reputation of any writer 
simply because of nationality. They refused to submit to 
the vindictiveness of many of their British counterparts. 
CHAPTER IV 
IMAGINATIVE PROSE 
During the eight years of its publication (1845-
1852) , the AWR printed more than one hundred and fifty 
pieces of imaginative prose which included short stories , 
travel narratives, serialized novels and novelettes, 
translations of European legends, American folk -tales, 
adventure narratives , imaginative essays, and personal 
reminiscences contributed by some of America' s best-known 
professional writers and, primarily , by lesser- known or 
amateur writers from all sections of the country. The 
variety of types within this group of writings is matched 
by the variety of stylistic approach , artistic achievement, 
and intrinsic value in the works as well. Nevertheless, 
despite the variations within the writings, these pieces 
of imaginative prose, when viewed as a colle ctive unit, 
furnish an illustration of the large role that imaginative 
prose had in the periodicals of nineteenth - century America. 
Americans were interested in more than political or moral 
e s says and poetry; they wanted to read about life on the 
American frontier, about European cities and customs, about 
the mysterious legends of American Indians, German barons, 
and French aristocrats, and about the places of fantasy 
that could be visited only through the perusal of the 
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printed page. The AWR attempted to give its readers just 
those things to the extent of its powers. 
Following the common editorial practice of  the 
period, the conductors of  the AWR printed a large number 
of the entries without the authors' names. In fact, 
almost exactly two-thirds of the pieces of imaginative 
prose in the AWR are given without any indication of  
authorship or are merely designated as works "by  the 
author of ___ " or " from a contributor. " In addition, 
a few more works are signed with initials, such as "P . P. " 
or "G. H. M . " ;  others are identified only by phrases such 
as "from a Medical Eclectic. " Added to this large number 
of  anonymous pieces are those stories, translations, and 
other contributions whose authors--such as R. Balmanno, 
Samuel Spring, Charles Upham , and Robert Oliver--are 
nearly as obscure because of a lack of information about 
them. All in all, fewer than forty - five of the individual 
pieces are from writers about whom information is readily 
known today. These writers include a few of the major 
writers like Edgar Allan Poe, a larger number of the 
favorite writers of the day like Donald Grant Mitchell and 
Mrs . E. F. Ellet, and several writers who are important 
because of their connections with the AWR like James 
Davenport Whelpley . 
Unfortunately, the AWR and its editors did not 
attract consistent contributions from the pe riod's more 
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famous writers of imaginative prose. The competition for 
the services of these top- ranked writers was usually 
settled by personal friendship, party loyalty, or finan­
cial enticement. Since the editors of the AWR were not 
major figures in literary, political , or social circles, 
and since the magazine had a rather limited operating 
budget, few important writers felt obligated to support 
the Whig journal. Thus, while The Unit$d States Maga zine 
and Democratic Review printed many of Nathaniel Hawthorne's 
best-known tales , while The Knickerbocker Maga zine continued 
to print occasional pieces by Washington Irving , and while 
Evert Duyckinck printed stories by William Gilmore Simms 
and others in his Literary World, the AWR had to be content 
with two minor tales by Edgar Allan Poe, whose works were 
offered to any and all magazines , and with a few prose 
writings of Walt Whitman, who is not today remembered for 
his prose. To further emphasize this dearth of important 
prose contributors is the fact that both Poe ' s  and Whitman ' s  
contributions are all in the volumes of the first year. 
Consequently, the majority of the volumes contain no 
imaginative prose by contributors of outstanding literary 
reputation. 
Many of the prose contributions in the AWR are from 
writers who enjoyed a lar ge popular reputation during the 
day , but who are regarded now only with passing interest 
because of their connections with the field of periodical 
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literature in general. These writers such as Mrs. Ellet, 
Donald Grant Mitchell, Mrs. St. Simon, and "Harry Franco, " 
along with the editors of and the writers for the AWR, 
such as James Davenport Whelpley , George Washington Peck, 
and Charles Wilkins Webber, are the ones who contributed 
the pieces of noteworthy prose that are in the magazine ' s  
sixteen volumes. Unfortunately, these noteworthy pieces 
are relatively few. In  his description of  the AWR, 
Professor Mott remarks that "its fiction, which at times 
was rathe r copious, seldom rose above mediocrity. "l He 
is correct in his assessment . Few individual pieces- -not 
even those by Poe and �nitman- - recommend themselves to 
posterity by their artistic merits . However, as stated 
earlier, when- viewed as a whole, the imaginative prose of 
the AWR is representative of the artistic achievement and 
styles of American writers of the mid-nineteenth century , 
and in line with the popular taste of the American reading 
public of the day . 
Edgar Allan Poe is easily the most famous contributor 
(by today ' s  standards) o f  fiction in the AWR. However, his 
contributions were limited to two short tales which ap­
peare d in the volumes of the magazine ' s  first year (184 5) . 
Bas ed upon Poe ' s indiscriminate solicitation for publication 
and upon the number of poems of his that are in the AWR, it 
lFrank Luther Mott, History of American Magazines, 
I ,  7 53. 
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seems likely that he would have contributed other tales; 
however, he did not . In the April, 1 8 45, issue, George 
Hooker C olton, the edito r, printed Poe's short tale " Some 
Words with a Mummy" ( I, 3 6 3-3 7 0 ) .  The second tale by Poe 
appeared in the December issue of the same year . Like the 
earlier tale, "The Facts of M .  Valdemar's Case" ( II, 56 1-
565) is representative of Poe's tales about death .and the 
supernatural . Each of these tales is marked by elements 
of Poe' s genius with words, especial ly in his descriptions 
of the strange actions of the mummy and the mesmerized 
Valdemar; however, neither of  these tales exhibits the 
fullness of detail that characterizes his best works of 
supernatural and psychological horror . 
Walt Whitman, who was an outsider to the literary 
circles of New York in 18 45, is the only other maj or 
literary figure (by today's standards) that contributed 
imaginative prose to the AWR. Like Poe, Whitman contributed 
two tales to the magazine in 1 8 45; however, with the numb er, 
the comparison stops . Unlike P oe ' s  suspense tales of death 
and the supernatural, Whitman ' s  brief tales are highly 
sentimental pieces about the tragic deaths of adolescents . 
These st ories are written with all of the attendant 
trappings o f  the sentimental tale , especially the emphasis 
upon the power of love in the first tale and the power of 
revenge in the second. 
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Whitman' s first tale, "The Boy-Lover" ( I, 479-482), 
printed in May, 1845, is a sad tale of young love to which 
Whitman prefixed words of sober advice from "the old . . . 
for the ears of the young" ( I, 47 9). The piece, written 
in the highly romantic language of sentimental fiction , 
also includes an apostrophe to love. Whitman wr ites 
boldly of "Love ! the mighty passion which, ever since the 
world began, has been conquering the great, and subduing 
the humble- -bending princes, and mighty warriors, and the 
famous men of all nations, to the ground before it. Love ! 
the deli rious hope of youth, and the fond memory of old 
age" ( I , 480) . The rest of the apostrophe is a catalogue 
of the various faces of love, done much in the manner of 
his later poetic catalogues in Song of Myself. The story 
itself is an illustration of the fact that "the sway of 
love over the mind . . .  is a strange and beautiful 
thing" ( I , 480). The narrator' s younger b rother, Matthew, 
dies within a week after suddenly finding that his beloved 
Ninon i s dead. 
L ike the first tale , Whitman's second tale is also 
set in New Yo rk state at a time in the remote past . "The 
Death of Wind-Foot" ( I, 639-642) is, however, a pathetic 
Indian tale which illustrates the power of "hate and 
measureless revenge" ( I , 642) . The tale is of an Indian 
youth, Wind-Foot, who is cruelly murdered in revenge for a 
past murder done by his father, the Unrelenting. Whitman ' s  
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treatment of "the soft-l ipped , nimble Wind-Foot"  is 
calculated to evoke sympathy. In like manner , his de­
scription of the cruel Kansi warrior who takes the revenge 
is calculated to evoke contempt and hate. Wind-Foot ' s  
father, the Unrelenting , is treated somewhat ambivalently , 
both as a past murderer and as a frantic and grieving 
parent. 
In addition to the two tales , Whitman also con ­
tributed an imaginative essay to the magazine .  The essay 
entitled "Tear Down and Build Over Again" (II , 53 6-538) 
is a tongue-in-cheek editorial which denounces "the 
pull-down-and-build-over-again spirit" which he felt had 
caused New Yorkers to proclaim , " Let us level to the 
earth all the houses that were not built within the last 
ten years" ( II ,  5 3 6) .  Whitman ' s  specific point of concern 
was the desire on the part of some New Yorkers to raze the 
old St . Paul ' s  Church and to construct a new one of "marble, 
gilding, and showy carved work" ( II, 53 7 ) .  His opposition 
to this plan was based on the hi storical significance of 
the old structure and the fact that it was still archi­
tecturally "noble , stout, and true" and of sufficient size 
fo r its purpose . Whitman took this occasion to sound his 
democratic voice in support of all "honorable and holy 
memorials of  the good which the past has sent us . "  The 
essay concludes with a sharp warning to those who move "under 
the impulse of a rabid, feverish itching for change, a 
dissatisfaction with proper things as they are, through 
the blindness which would peril all in the vague chance 
of a remotely possible improvement" ( I I,  538) . 
The most outstanding contributor of imaginative 
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prose was neither Poe nor Whitman, but the less famous 
Charles Wilkins Webber, an associate editor of the AWR 
during Whelpley' s editorship (1848-1849) and a prolific 
contributor of all types of material. During the maga­
zine' s first three years, Webber contributed nine pieces 
which he signed with the pseudonym of "Charles Winterfield. " 
Eight of these pieces are adventure narratives about life 
on the American Western frontier , particularly Texas. 
These narratives are based on first- hand information which 
Webber, a Kentuckian, gained by serving in the Bexar 
(Texas) Rangers as a very young man. In  general, these 
adventure sketches are very well written in a forceful and 
racy style with an emphasis upon the local color elements 
of character , setting, tone, and action. Webber ' s  narra­
tives are boldly realistic pictures of the great American 
West filled with Comanches , Mexicans , outlaws , Rangers, 
coyotes, and desert where survival was the exception and 
· not the rule . These sketches of Texas are spiced with the 
same basic elements that later made the writings of Bret 
Harte and Mark Twain tremendously popular. In contrast to 
hi s fast -paced adventure narratives, Webber ' s  other 
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contribution , "The Mocking Bird--An Indian Legend" ( I , 
49 7-501) , is a rather heavy and confusing tale about the 
origin of the Mockingbird. The tale has little artistic 
merit. 
On the other hand , Webber ' s  narratives about life 
in Texas during the early nineteenth century are extremely 
worthwhile for popular reading and for critical examination 
as examples of the realistic Western adventure story. His 
first contribution , "Jack Long; or , Lynch - Law and Vengeance" 
(I, 121-136 ) , is especially interesting. This short story , 
sometimes called "Shot Through the Eye, " is considered to 
be his best piece of fiction. 2 Set in Shelby County , Texas 
in 1839 , it purports to be the true story of Jack Long, a 
frontier hunter who unknowingly becomes the enemy of a 
sadistic captain of the Regulators , a band of vigilantes . 
Jack Long ' s  mistake comes when he demonstrates his marksman­
ship by beating Captain Hinch in a sharpshooting contest. 
A fter a series of events, Long is seized by ten Regulators , 
horsewhipped  by Hinch , and left for dead. 
After several months, the ten Regulators are killed 
one-by-one by a single shot through the eye. As he com­
pletes his task of vengeance , Long kills Hinch while the 
crazed captain is waiting to be picked up by a passing 
2According to Professor Mott ( I, 752), this tale 
was Webber ' s  best story and was published simultaneously 
in the AWR and the Democratic Review. 
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boat on the Red River. The narrator concludes the story 
with a moralistic observation about the series of events 
that he has witnessed. "The strong- hearted hunter had 
been fear fully revenged--wiping out with much blood the 
stripes that had disfranchised him of manhood and self­
respect. It is dangerous to trifle with the powerful 
elements that slumber in men's bosoms" ( I,  136 ) .  Webber's 
skillful characterization of the hunter is carefully 
blended with his use of the wild Texas setting to produce 
a forceful tale which the Eastern readers of the AWR would 
readily accept as an accurate picture of the lawless West. 
Although "Jack Long" is an interesting story, it is 
not nearly as entertaining as Webber ' s  tale which appeared 
exactly one year later in February, 1846. "Metaphysics of 
Bear Hunting ; or, An Adventure in the San Saba Hil ls" 
( III,  171-188) is an exciting adventure narrative set in 
the framework of a metaphysical discourse "which traces 
and arranges the progress and the incidents which led to 
a new birth of the spiritual life within [the narrator ] , a 
mad and raving skeptic" ( I I I,  17 2 ) .  Within the story, 
Webber effectively fuses adventure, humor , and pathos to 
present a picture of the Western frontier that might be 
matched only in the novels of Zane Grey. 
As the narrator, Webber or "Kentuck" paints a vivid 
picture of the bear-hunting expedition that he undertook 
in the company of some Texas Rangers and "a rotund and 
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doughty little doctor . "  The Rangers, who were actually on 
their way to raid a Comanche village , are scarcely 
described except as "gentlemen , in breeding at least. " 
However , the doctor and his bob-tailed horse are given 
careful attention, as in the following description of the 
pair : 
That same Doctor, and his better part , on four 
legs, was enough to have kept an army in a roar. 
I say better part , for Pony was as self-opinionated 
as he was cross-grained , and scarcely an hour 
passed that he and his rider had not some misunder ­
standing to settle, in the final adjustment of 
which "bob-tail" generally managed to get the best 
of it. On the slightest matter of offense being 
given , the irascible little wretch would stop and 
bite at the Doctor's short legs ; when he , of course, 
would jerk them back suddenly to avoid the snap , 
his armed heels would prick the pony's flank , who 
would spring forward with several quick successive 
vaults, which would sadly discommode his rider' s 
equilibrium, and not unfrequently would keep them 
up with such rapidity , that the tight , round 
personalities of the Doctor , after a flying ascen­
sion over his head, would plumb into the grass; but 
as that happened to be ve ry thick and the ground 
very soft, nothing worse would come of it than a 
sharp jolt , which the Doctor would aver with the 
most indomitable good humor , "assisted his diges­
tion ! "  Pony never seemed to feel himself at 
liberty to desert his friend , after he had demon­
st rated his affection in this curious fashion , but 
would stand perfectly still, and with a very demure, 
repentant look, take the kick which the Doctor 
always favored him with before remounting . I have 
laughed till my sides ached at this quaint couple. 
The Doctor was the strangest compound of simplicity 
and humor that can be conceived ( II I ,  177 ) . 
The bear hunt itself is also described in rather 
comic terms as the Doctor and Pony charged a large bear , 
which knocked both of them to the ground with "a wipe of 
its tremendous paws. " The fat little Doctor was forced to 
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take refuge in ·a live oak, where the bear promptly j oined 
him, and to punch away "most vehemently at the bear 's 
nose with his spear, " while the rest of the party "was so 
much convulsed with merriment --that I verily believe the 
creature might have eaten the poor fellow whole, before 
any of us would have recovered sufficiently to shoot, but 
for the interposition of [ Captain] Hays" (II I ,  179). An 
equally hilarious passage describes the narrator ' s  pre ­
dicament when his horse froze in fright not five paces from 
an enormous wounded bear (II I ,  179-1 8 0) . 
At this point in the story, the bear hunters are 
sent flying in different directions by a Comanche war cry. 
That is, all of the hunters, except the narrator, who was 
forced to abandon his paralyzed mount for the haven of a 
thick live oak tree. The rest of the narrative is devoted 
to his contest with the animals and elements of the 
desert-like· San Saba foothills as he made his way back to 
civilization. 
This part of the story is highlighted by humorous 
passages which distinguish it from other ordinary tales of 
survival. For example, Kentuck spent part of his first 
nigh� in the wilderness "counting the answers to the nearest 
panther cry, guessing how many there were to the acre; or 
conj ecturing whether wolves learned to howl by gamut, and 
how many bars made their endless quavers; or wondering 
whe ther ' rattle ! rattle ! snap ! snap ! '  was considered a 
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legitimate chorus to ' tu whit ! tu whoo ! '  by the San Saba 
owls" (I I I , 181) . The remainder of his journey back to 
the Rangers' station is devoted to speculations of meta­
physics and allusions to literature. He is able to make 
it back to civilization, only after he is able to find 
meat to strengthen himself - -a fox squirrel that was fully 
thirty miles from the nearest timber that could support 
its requirements. The narrator concludes that the fox 
squirrel was placed there by Divine Providence and thus 
his faith is restored. 
Webber ' s  qther prose contributions are the six in­
stallments of a series which carried the running title of 
"Adventures on the Frontiers of Texas and Mexico . "  These 
articles are personal reminiscences based upon his experi­
ences with the · Rangers which he joined in 1839 .  As a 
whole, these six pieces furnish a strikingly realistic 
picture of what life was like in more detail than he could 
give in the story of Jack Long. The six installments 
constitute a rather tightly structured description of the 
routine life of the Rangers from the new recruit ' s  point 
of view. The series began in the March, 1845, issue with 
"My First Day with the Rangers" (I, 280-288) , was resumed 
with the October, 1845, issue, and was concluded in the 
March, 1846, number. 3 The articles, which cover the 
3 AWR , I I , 365-384 , 504 -518, 59 9-6 13; I I I, 17-28, and 
3 11-3 19. -
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incidents of a whole week , are written in the same racy 
style as Webber ' s  other works. Another of Webber ' s  
artistic achievements is easily seen in these narratives-­
his skillfully realistic reconstruction of the dialogue of 
these people, complete with  appropriate dialects. 
It would be impossible to select a representative 
action passage from one of the installments; bu� the 
following passage from the first number sets the tone for 
the entire series. 
The scene of the following sketch, which may 
be one of a series, is laid not only in one of the 
most remarkable countries in the world--for its 
singular and unexplored scenery--but in a wild and 
solitary patt of it , where all the forms of life 
are found in a condition much nearer to the savage 
than the civilized. The reader must remember that 
he is to be taken to the extreme frontier of Texas, 
nearest to Mexico and the Indians--amid a Mongrel 
population of Whites, Mexicans, and savages, living 
in a state of perpetual feuds, in which the knife 
and rifle are the sole arbitrators- - in short, where 
all the stable elements and organization of society 
which afford protection in the decorous observances 
and staid proprieties of  civilized life, are 
totally wanting. Strong men and unregulated 
passions exhibit their worst and best extremes in 
this atmosphere of license ( I, 280 ) . 
How many would-be adventurers in the cities of the East and 
South must have longed for the opportunity to make an 
odyssey similar to Webber ' s? How many Charleston belles, 
Boston matrons, and New York socialites must have longed to 
meet just one of those "strong men" with his "unregulated 
passions" ? There are in the other five installments 
passa ges of equal intensity and power. Also running 
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throughout the series is a strong anti-Mexican attitude, 
which is only natural considering the explosive nature of 
the Texas Annexation issue. 
Like Webber, James Davenport Whelpley also con­
tributed pieces of imaginative prose while  serving in an 
e·di tori al capacity; however, unlike Webber, Whelpley did 
not contribute pieces of strong interest or of particular 
artistic merit. Each of Whelpley' s four pieces is a sketch 
"from an unpublished volume, entitled The Banquets of 
Diotima, a series of Tales, Conversations and Sketches , 
descriptive, satirical and romantic" (IV, 373n). The 
sketches are united by the central figure of the prophetess 
Diotima, a woman of Lesbos, who resided in Athens during 
the time of Pericles . The first of these tales, "Zadec ' s 
Story. The Magician" ( IV, 37 3-376) is addressed to her; 
the last three are accounts of banquet feasts in her house. 
These three "Athenian Banquets" are narrative 
sketches of conversations among the aged Diotima; Cymon, 
an impetuous Athenian youth ; Lysis, a parasite ; and other 
occasional guests, including Socrates and Euripides. Each 
of the three contains a long tale which is related for the 
admonition of Cymon in matters of the heart and the head. 
The three sketches are pictures of three successive nights; 
however , the publication order of the three is somewhat 
puzzling. "The Second Banquet" was printed in the November, 
18 46, issue of the magazine (IV ,  46 7-482). The next sketch , 
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"The First Banquet," was not printed until February, 1848 
(VI I ,  194-207); "Banquet Third" was then printed in June 
of the same year (V I I, 586-598). Thus, not only were the 
sketches printed out of sequence, but also nearly two years 
apart; fortunately , a note to the last sketch directs the 
reader to the other two sketches (V I I , 586n). Whelpley' s 
contributions were then both erratic in frequency and 
rather limited in appeal by their classical setting and 
antique subject matters, such as Pythagoras ' philosophical 
treatise on love in the first sketch. 
George Washington Peck was not only the chief 
literary critic of the AWR, but also a noteworthy contributor 
of imaginative prose. His seven pieces include a descriptive 
essay on New York City and Boston, "The Physiognomy of 
Cities" (VI I , 233-242); an unusual discussion of societal 
manners, "On the Use of Chloroform in Hanging" (V I I I , 
283-296); "A Fantasy Piece" (VI I I, 179-193) which is a 
story within a story; and three "Ghost Stories," one of 
which appeared each month beginning in October, 1848 . 4 
These three "Ghost Stories" are connected by a framework 
device. The stories are told in the home of the narrator ' s  
Uncle Robert and Aunt Sarah in Plymouth County , Massachu­
setts during a period of winter storm. The stories them­
selves feature the winsome ghosts of lost wives and 
4AWR, VI I I , 411- 420, 5 29 - 540, 629-645. 
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fianc,es who . died prematurely or tragically. The last 
piece by Peck, "The Wanderer" (I X, 89-9 9) is a fairly 
lively story . of a restless seaman, who wanders the 
Massachusetts coast in memory of his lost bride. The 
majority of the tale is sentimental in tone, but does not 
sink into uncontrolled pathos. All in all, Peck' s stories 
and essays are lively in nature and competently written. 
The music critic from Boston truly possessed a versatile 
talent for writing. 
Not all of the imaginative prose pieces in the AWR 
were submitted by their authors. Some of the more inter­
esting short stories and tales were contributed by trans­
lators; in fact, there are more than two dozen separate 
translated tales in the �. several of which are 
serialized. Of these translations, almost half are from 
German and nearly that many from French. The original 
author is frequently mentioned with the piece; less fre­
quently the translator' s name is given. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Fries Ellet, a prolific and extremely 
popular writer of the period, was also a gifted translator 
of French �  Italian, and German. She contributed at least 
five signed translations to the AWR. The first of the 
pieces, "The Kyffhauser" ( I I ,  3 98-403), is prefixed by 
a headnote which cites several important literary offspring 
of the tale, including Washington Irving ' s  "Rip Van Winkle. " 
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The tale of Kunz the herdsman's magical sleep in the 
enchanted mountain is , with minor variations, the same as 
Irving's classic American tale from The Sketch Book. 
Mrs .  Ellet's other contributions are presented under 
the general title of "Traditions and Superstitions" and are 
translations of European legends of chivalry, romance, and 
mystery . These pieces are presented as "a glance at a few 
o f  the more characteristic superstitions, " legends , and 
traditions which "mark the peculiar character of a people 
more distinctively than" any other trait (III , 106 , 105) . 
In her next article, after mentioning the Kyffhiuser legend 
as a type , Mrs. Ellet gives translations of  brief legends 
about various types o f  goblins (II I, 105-109) . She mentions 
the household Nissen o f  Sweden , the Klabotermann or shipboard 
gnomes of northern Europe, and the Undine or water fairies 
of the Rhine. She asserts that these types of sprites are 
part of  the popular belie f in all northern European 
countries and appear in all of their literatures. The other 
parts of this series include the German tradition of the 
origin of the Castle Greifenstein (II I ,  650-65 4) ; the 
Scottish · 1egend of "The Shadowless Earl" (IV, 507-514) ; and 
various accounts of the legend of  "Riibezahl , the Robin 
Goodfellow of the Germans" (V, 406-417) . 
Another popular translator o f  the period , Mrs. St. 
Simon (which may be a pseudonym) , also contributed highly 
readable translations of  European legends and stories. 
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Her selections are more strictly literary pieces and are 
all four identified as to original languages and authors-­
two each from German and French . The first piece "Julietta; 
or, the Beautiful Head" ( IV, 119-130) is a well-written 
and fast-paced story of romance, murder, and sudden 
revelation from the original German of Lyser. The second 
story "A Battle for Life or Death" ( IX, 265-27 7 ) ,  did not 
appear until nearly three years after Mrs. St. Simon ' s  
first piece . This story from the German of Auerbach is a 
detailed description of the physical deprivation of a 
peasant family and the mental turmoil of the father as he 
contemplates the murder of his senile mother-in -law as a 
means out of poverty . On the other hand, the two tales from 
French authors are rather good examples of pleasantly senti­
mental tales of virtue and bravery. "Cheese of Vif" ( I X, 
408-419) from the French of Marie Aycard and "The Pupils of 
the Guard" ( I X, 490-498) from the French of St. Hilaire 
are both set in the Napoleonic era of war and distress. 
There were of course other translations of  European 
sketches, legends, and stories which were printed anony­
mously. Most of these contributions are like those by 
Mrs. Ellet and Mrs . St . Simon - -highly readable, pleasant 
pieces. A few of the varying subject matters are seen in 
the following titles : "Three Leaves from an Artist ' s  
Journal" (X, 176-181), a German piece by Rellstab; "A 
Legend of the Cathedral at Cologne" (XV, 36-43) , from an 
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unknown German writer ; "The Out-Door Artist" (XIII , 464-471) , 
a French sketch by Emile Vanderbruck ; "The Rejected 
Treasure" ( II, 4 59-471) , a tale from the Swedish of 
Nicander; "The Rival Painters" (XIII, 501-50 5  and XIV, 
17-29) , an unsigned German tale about Rembrandt and Rubens; 
and "Benvenuto Ce 11 in i : A Ta 1 e" ( XIV , 16 3 -1 7 0 , 2 0 8 -2 16 ) , 
an interesting French narrative. 
One final group of translated entries must be men­
tioned. In the July, 1849, issue of the AWR, the editors 
included the first installment of John May's translation of 
Jules Sandeau's M'lle de La Seigli�re, a French novelette 
of ninety-nine pages. The six installments of the work, 
ranging from thirteen to twenty pages , appeared between 
July, 1849, and February , 18 50. 5 May ' s  translation reads 
very smoothly and captures the spirit of the period 
effectively . The serialization of the work is duly noted 
with each installment, and there are no gaps in the narra­
tive due to poor editorial management . The action of the 
novel is fairly routine, but the manner in which the matter 
is handled enhances the action. 
Set in Poitiers, France during the time of Napoleon, 
the novelette details the fortunes and misfortunes o f  the 
fami lies of the M arquis de La Seigliere, the Baron de 
5AWR, X, 85-97, 2 5 8 -277, 476-49 5 , 593-609 ; X I, 
1 7 -31 , 119-"l 4 2 . 
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Vaubert, and John Stamply, a one-time tenant of the marquis 
during those turbulent days of uncertain politics. After 
returning to her ruined castle, the baroness attempts to 
regain the castle and lands of the marquis from Stamply who 
had bought them after the revolution. Her aim is to ar­
range a secure future for her son Raoul (and herself) by 
his marriage to Helen , the daughter of the marquis. She 
successfully manipulates Stamply , but is thwarted when his 
son Bernard unexpectedly returns. Bernard, a soldier of 
fortune, falls in love wit h Helen, as does she with him . 
In the true spirit of a French novel, Bernard is killed 
accidentally, Helen enters a convent , and Raoul marries the 
daughter of a rich candlemaker. All in all, the novelette 
effectively pictures the old way of life of the French 
nobility as it was forced to reckon with the new social 
order as represented by Stamply' s purchase of the Castle 
de La Siegliere . 
Besides this serialized translation, the AWR contains 
other novels and autobiographical works which are presented 
in serialized form. The most interesting of these four 
works is the ten-installment Life and Opinions of Philip 
Yorick, Esq. which was "written by himself. "6 These 
rambling autobiographical installments appeared in the 
6AWR , V, 73-84, 19 1-201, 257-268, 3 7 1-380, 482-490, 
603-6 12 ; -vT, 59-68, 186-195, 29 1-301, 406 -415 . 
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volumes for 1847; each was from nine to twelve pages in 
length. The work as a whole is not particularly well­
written nor does it invite a critical examination since 
the author has a tendency to lose the reader in con­
voluted sentences on metaphysical topics. In fact, there 
are oftentimes entire sections of the work which are com­
pletely unintelligible gibberish. The series does not 
conclude; in fact, it ends without completing one of the 
several long digressions of the author who describes him­
self as "a dry old gentleman, turned sixty, with a lean, 
leathery aspect, but hilarious of temper; sub-cynical, 
given to meditation; careless of things indifferent and 
not yet too wise to learn" (V, 7 7) . 7 
An anonymous author contributed two other fictional 
works which were serialized. The first of these two pieces 
is the four-part novelette, Anderport Records. 8 This 
sixty-seven page work details the life of Reginald Ander, 
· a descendant of the founder of the town called Anderport. 
The story is related from knowledge of past events for the 
omniscient narrator begins his story by painting a picture 
of Anderport as a once-populous river port in the American 
South; however, he observes, that the town quietly died--of 
7Three additional pieces are works by the same 
writer: XV ,  249-254, 535-547; XVI, 63-73. 
8AWR, X, 235-246, 345-360, 459-475, 57 1-592. 
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neglect . The sequel, Everstone, is set in and around the 
ruins of Anderport; Everstone is the name of an impressive 
ruined mansion which is carefully restored brick-by-brick . 
Everstone is one hundred and forty-one pages long , and given 
in eight installments from January through August, 1850. 9 
Like Anderport Records, Everstone is largely a mediocre 
account of the day-to-day life of rather mundane individuals. 
In any case, neither of the works is of the quality that 
invites a second examination by the serious student of 
magazine fiction. 
One of the most popular types of prose during the 
mid-nineteenth century was the travel narrative. Numerous 
Americans who journeyed to England or to the Continent 
kept copious notes in diaries and later turned these notes 
into magazine pieces or separate books . One of these 
Americans was Donald Grant Mitchell, who among his numerous 
activities , contributed six travel sketches to the AWR 
during 184 6-1847 under the general title of "Notes by the 
Road. " The first of these sketches, "Of What it Costs, and 
How it Costs" offers practical advice on how to deal with 
the inn-keepers, waiters , maids, and other travel service 
vendors of England (III, 145-158) .  The second sketch, "How 
One Lives in Paris" (IV, 3 7 7-388) , is similarly factual in 
nature. 
9AWR , X I, 7 7-9 7, 168-18 7, 2 6 9-286,  3 6 9- 387 , 49 7-511, 
603-621; x'fI, 47-63, 152-16 3 .  
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The other sketches by "Caius" (Mitchell's pseudonym) 
are more particularly devoted to descriptions of the 
countrysides, customs, and legends of the places that he 
visits. His "Glimpse of the Appenines" ( IV, 449 - 458) is 
somewhat reminiscent of a passage in Laurence Sterne's 
Sentimental Journey. In  a headnote to the fourth sketch 
"From the Elbe to the Zuyder Zee" ( IV, 588-599) , the 
editors of the AWR summarize the popular opinion of 
Mitchell's artistic abilities. They praise him for "a 
narrative of pleasant, minute observations, written in a 
graceful, subdued style, slightly quaint, making the 
reader an easy-minded compan ion of the rambling traveler -­
a style quite new under the prevailing taste for rapid 
and vigorous writing" ( IV, 588) . 1 0  
The remaining sketches of travel are largely 
straight-forward factual pieces. These sketches are 
primarily of Europe , but a few are particular descriptions 
of  parts of America. These European narratives may be 
presented adequately by listing several illustrative titles : 
"Constantinople Now" (XIV, 429-43 4) ,  "An Excursion to 
Damascus and Ba ' albek" by Adolphus L. Koeppen (V I I I, 
1 57-173, 235-254) , "The Adventures of a Night on the Banks 
of the Devron" by R. Balmanno (IV, 5 69 - 5 80), and "A Week 
10The last two installments of the series are 0The 
Illyrian Cavern" (V, 17- 2 5) and "A Morto at Rome" (V I,  
260-26 1) .  
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Between Florence and Rome" by Mr. Gillespie (I_, 613-616) . 
Similarly, the titles of the sketches of America reflect 
the natures of the various pieces : "Scenery and Resources 
of Maine" by Charles Upham (II, 262-266) , "Western 
Prairies" ( X I, 52 3-528) ,  "The Aroostook County" by the 
popular writer Charles Lanman (V.I, 263-269) , and "Valley 
of the [ Great] L akes" by R .  W. Haskins (VI, 466-4 75) . All 
tn all, more than twenty travel narratives covering areas 
from New York State to B a ' albek and from the Z uyder Zee to 
the Texas plains were printed in the· AWR. 
One final category of imaginative prose must be 
mentioned--the pieces dealing with phases of the American 
way of life and its peculiar background, customs , and folk­
lore. Some of these pieces are well-written Indian legends 
such as E .  G. Squier' s accounts of "Ne-she-kay-be- nais, or 
The ' Lone Bird " '  (VIII, 255-259) and "Man abozho and the 
Great Serpent" (VI II, 392-398) , which are Ojibway and 
Algonquin legends, respectively. Other pieces depict the 
particular hazards of American life, such as "The C aptivity 
of Jane Brown and Her Family , "  an "Historical Tradition of 
Tennessee" written by "M . A .  H . "  of Cornersville, Tennessee 
(XV, 2 35-2 49) , and the whimsical Irving-like account of "The 
Ghostly Funeral" by Robert Oliver (II, 69-74) . A less-than­
flattering p icture of Americans is given in such pieces as 
"The Duel Without Seconds : A Daguerreotype from the State 
House of Arkansas" (XI , 418-4 22 ) and in a series of three 
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articles on "Uses and Abuses of Lynch Law. "11 This same 
matter-of-fact brutal nature is also emphasized in a five ­
part series of essays on "The Yankee Mahomet" [ Joseph 
Smith ] and "Mormonism in Illinois" by "R. W .  Mac. , "  who 
was a rabid anti-Mormon. 12 Although there is no central 
controlling theme within this group of pieces about 
America and Americans , when taken as a whole , the variety 
indicates the eclectic nature of the articles accepted for 
publication by the AWR. 
In conclusion , the selection of imaginative prose 
pieces in the AWR is interesting and varied. This variation 
emphasizes the general range of talent of American writers 
and the nature of the reading public ' s  literary taste. 
While it is true that the magazine had no continui�g con ­
tributions from major writers , it did nevertheless print 
several outstanding pieces of imaginative prose. The two 
tales by Poe , the adventure narratives of Webber , the trans­
lations of Mrs. Ellet and John May , the travel narratives of 
Donald Grant Mitchell , and occasional tales , essays , or 
sketches by unknown writers form the core ·of a commendable 
body of imaginative prose. 
llAWR , XI , 459-476 ; XII , 494 -501 ; XIII , 213-220. 
12AWR , XII , 554-564 ; XV , 221-2 27 ; 327-3 32 ; 524-534 ; 
XVI , 511-53 6.  
CHAPTER V 
POETRY 
The poems published in the AWR are , with a few 
notable exceptions , not of sufficient uniform quality to 
merit a careful poem-by-poem examination. 1 However , when 
taken as a collective body, the poems demonstrate the 
important position that original poetry held in the minds 
and hearts of the reading public , as well as its impor­
tance to the minor writers , both amateurs and professionals , 
during this important period of American literary history. 
In  the eight years of its publication , the AWR printed 
· nearly three hundred poems of various qualities , types , 
and authorships. These poems range in quality from Edgar 
Allan Poe 's masterpiece "The Raven" ( I , 143-145) to such 
a mundane poem as the unsigned "Sonnets to Fill Blanks . 
Number Three" (XI I ,  493). Although the majority of these 
poems may rightly be cal led "very minor verse ,"  they de­
serve to be noticed for their role in fostering the poetic 
awareness of the American reading public. 
lin the discussion of the poetry in the AWR , I 
refer only to those poems which are included asse"parate 
original contributions to the magazine . Therefore, I do 
not include poetry given within critical reviews of poets 
or poetic volumes, nor those poems given in the " Critical 
Notices" of new books . 
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One of the basic problems with the study of maga­
zine verses from the nineteenth century is that many of 
the poems are either unsigned or are signed only with one 
or more initials or perhaps with a pseudonym. Of the 
poems in the AWR only about half are signed by their 
authors or are identified by the editors in notes, indexes, 
or t ables of contents. Sixty -two poems are printed without 
any sign of authorship, while numerous other poems are 
signed with such nebulous identifications as "T, " "S, " 
"Z.  Z . , "  "W. V. W. , "  or "Ariel. " It is highly probable 
that several of these unidentified poems are the works of 
some of the poets who are identified as contributors of 
other poems to the AWR, but it is usually a futile task 
to try to assign authorship to these works. 
The poems were usually given as original creations, 
but were sometimes identified as imit ations of other poets 
or as translations. Whatever the basis for the poem was, 
one fact is true (as far as can be ascert ained) --all of the 
poems included in the AWR as separate contributions are by 
American writers. Whether it was an editorial policy or 
merely a lack of interest is uncert ain, but the fact 
remains that there is in all likelihood no British poetry 
printed in the AWR. These poems are usually rather 
l ackluster sonnets, odes, or short lyrics about nature, 
the seasons, life or death, America, and, frequently, love 
or friendship. Some illustrative titles will show the 
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general range of these poems: "Morning- - October Among the 
Catskills" by Louis L. Noble ( I I I , 442-444), "A Father ' s  
Reverie" by Miss Anna Blackwell (IV, 43-44), "To Oblivion--
An Ode" by A. M. Ide (V, 240-242) , "To " by Ariel ---
( I X, 9 9 )  , and " Imitated from Fletcher" [unsigned ] ( IX , 
560) . Perhaps one illustrative poem is also appropriate 
at this point to demonstrat e the relative lack of achieve­
ment in most of these poems. The following is an unsigned 
poem : 
Sonnet 
As one, who, from a weary bed uprising , 
Invokes with languid eyes the sleepless stars; 
And prays, that if, in destiny comprising 
All evil that the unborn future mars, 
They hold a good in store , reserved to him , 
The twilight of that happiness may rise 
With rising day; then while his eyeballs swim 
In tears , the pledge of joy, new destinies 
With day uprising in the saffron east 
Appear , adorned with hope ' s  auroral sign; 
He welcomes the fair dawn with joy increased 
By grief remembered ; so , the light divine, 
Thy dear eyes gave me when I walked forlorn, 
I hailed for earnest of eternal morn ( IX, 463). 
Fortunately for the sake of the magazine ' s o ri g inal 
reading public and for its students today, there are also 
poems of genuine merit, even of greatness, in the AWR. 
In the second issue of the magazine (February , 1845) , 
George Hooker Colton , the editor , printed what has become 
one of America 1 s favorite poems . The poem was "The Raven"; 
the author was given as " --- Qua r 1 e s " ( I , 14 3 - 14 5 ) . 
However , in the index to the volume, the author is 
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identified correctly as Edgar Allan Poe . As has been 
noted in numerous places, "The Raven" first appeared in 
the New York Evening Mirror just a few days before it 
appeared in the AWR . The poem had already been set in 
type by Colton before it was even given to the Evening 
Mirror. The fact that it had been previously printed did 
not matter to Colton; he wanted to publish works by the 
controversial and salable Poe . 
"The Raven" was the first of five poems that Poe 
contributed to the AWR from 1845-18 47.  Poe's second con­
tribution consisted of two poems printed in April of 1845. 
"The Valley of Unrest" and ' "The City in the Sea" were 
printed on facing pages ( I, 392-39 3) . I n  July of the same 
year his fourth poem appeared. I t  was the beautifully 
lyrical "Eulalie--A Song" ( I I, 79 ) . Like the other three 
poems "Eulalie" was attributed to Poe by name. However, 
Poe ' s final poetic contribution to the AWR, which was not 
printed until December, 1847, was given without any indica­
tion of authorship (even in the index). Nonetheless , there 
is no doubt as to the author of the hauntingly beautiful 
p i ece entitled "To _ _ _  Ulalume : A Ballad" (VI, 
599-600) . In  all of the other nearly three hundred poetic 
pieces contributed to the AWR, there is none which rivals 
the contributions of Poe as far as power, qual ity, overall 
beauty, and use of language are concerned . 
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There were, however, other first-rate poets who 
contributed to the AWR. Although he expressed interest 
in the success of the magazine, James Russell Lowell con­
tributed only one poem to it. I n  August, 1845, Colton 
p ublished Lowell' s "Orpheus" (II, 131-132). Perhaps 
Lowell was too busy with his own interests to provide 
other poems for the AWR ; he, nevertheless, did contribute 
poems to other magazines during this period. 
William Gilmore Simms was the only other contributor 
of poems who is still regarded as a major figure in American 
literature. During the period of the AWR, Simms was a very 
popular writer who was not only associated with the New 
York literary world through his close friendship with the 
powerful Evert Duyckinck, but also through the various 
periodicals which he wrote for or edited . His contributions 
to the AWR were three poems which spanned the run of the 
magazine. In December, 1845, his sorrowful lament "Manna" 
was printed by George Hooker Colton , the first editor (II, 
622-623) . His next contribution was not published until 
October, 1848, when "Summer Afternoon, in my Study" appeared 
(VI I I , 346a) . His third poem in the AWR was a sonnet 
" imitated from the Italian of Missorini" entitled "The 
Genius of Sleep; a Statue by Canova" (XII, 240). Just why 
S imms did not contribute more poems or why more were not 
printed is not clear, although many of his works were 
printed in Evert Duyckinck's Literary World durin g the 
same period. 
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As is true for nearly every editor even today, the 
editors of the AWR were often faced with the task of 
supplying material for the magazines from their own pens. 
Fortunately, at least two editors of the AWR were ac ­
complished poets of some small reputation. Colton con­
tributed at least ten poems before his untimely death at 
age thirty in December, 1847. Colton had been given the 
editorship of the AWR partly because of his contemporary 
reputation as a poet . His long poem , Tecumseh, written 
in praise of William Henry Harrison , had earned him the 
admiration of several literary critics. Thus, he naturally 
contributed various poems to the magazine that he edited . 
He probably contributed more than the ten poems which are 
signed with his pseudonym "Earlden" (sometimes written 
' ' Erleden") , but they are unidentified. The following partial 
list of his contributions indicates the ran ge of his subjects 
and forms : "Who Shall Lead the Nat ion ? "  ( I,  81 - 8 2 )  , "A 
Fragment : From the Greek of Menander" (I I I, 5 9 i)  , ' ' To the 
Night-Wind in Autunm" (IV, 446-448) , "The Sea and the Ship ­
wrecked" (V, 157 -158) , and "To Eliria" (V, 405) . 
Following Colton ' s  death, James Davenport Whelpley, 
the new editor, publish_ed a posthumous poem by the late 
editor and attached a brief headnote to the poem (V I I ,  
4 7 - 48) . According to Whelpley, Colton had no superior in 
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America "in the qualities of fullness, power, and harmony 
of verse. " Concerning the poem that he printed, Whelpley 
says that it was inferior to many of Colton ' s  other poems, 
but that it served "to illustrate his surprising facility, 
harmony, and correctness of ear and fancy . "  He ·further 
mentions the "vein of melancholy and pathos" which proves 
the poem to be "a true effusion of the soul. " The poem 
"An Impromptu. Written in an Album, with the Quill o_f an 
Eagle Kil led at Niagara Falls" was , according to ·whelpley, 
written within twenty minutes , "while the family were 
talking and laughing about him." The following are the 
last three stanzas of Colton ' s  " Impromptu" : 
If pain and sorrow and most secret tears 
Be e ' er withheld from any child of light, 
May these be kept from thy unclouded years; 
And Time's dark waves no more a wrinkle write 
On thy bright face and all unspotted hand , 
Than fairy lake upon its silvery sand. 
Knowledge is power--yet not for this we pray, 
That thy fair mind be filled with deathless lore ; 
But, that the heavenly and Promet hean ray 
May light thee safer to the shadowy shore, 
And, on the voyage that must eternal be, 
Illume thy way o ' er that immortal sea. 
But most, oh : most, young Peri ! we have prayed 
Thy life a pure and sinless course may take, 
As glides the sweet rill from its parent shade 
And runs melodious to the still, deep lake , 
Freshening green mead, and banks and flowery sod, 
And murmuring softly in the ear of God ! (VI I, 4 8 ) . 
Whelpley contributed at least five poems to the first 
volume of the AWR and continued to contribute through at 
least 18 5 0 . His poems were signed in one of three ways : 
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"J. D. W. , "  "Horus, " or "Cyanides . "  By the time that he 
was appointed to the editorship of the AWR in December, 
184 7, Whelpley had contributed nine poems on a variety 
of topics . His total contribution of signed poems is 
nineteen, which is more than any other single contributor . 2 
Whelpley ' s  poems are for the most part rather mundane 
lyrics on either moral topics or aspects of natural beauty . 
The following list of titles gives a representative view 
of Whelpley's subj ect matter: "Love and Friendship" (I, 
194), "April" (V, 3 3 9-340), "Covetous ness: A Fragment" 
( VI, 618-619), "Hope" (VII, 70), and "The Shore" (VIII, 
366) .  In addition , Whelpley contributed three imitations 
of Goethe ( I, 2 89) and the political poem "The Birth of 
Freedom" (IX, 561-562) . 
During Whelpley ' s  two years as editor, he contributed 
numerous poems, mostly to the first several numbers that he 
edited . Volume VII, his first, furnishes good evidence that 
he may have contributed most of the short poems printed in 
the magazine during his editorship . Of the fourteen poems 
in the volume , only three are attributed to other poets . 
Of the remaining eleven, six are credited to Whelpley and 
the other five are characterized by his style, length , and 
2 I  do not include the two men who contributed the 
sonnet sequences ; of course, they each had more poems 
but not more separate contributions. 
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subj ect matters . Whatever the number of his total con-
tributions may be , nearly all of them are rather dull, 
as the following stanza from "Fame" indicates : 
Shade of a sound, of nothing bred, 
In tongues of fools and weakling brains, 
For thee seek we a gory bed, --
Endure for thee a martyr ' s  pains, --
For thee, peace, freedom, life, resign?-­
What price , 0 Fame, for these is thine? (VII,  
357, 11 . 1-6) . 
However, a better effort of Whelpley's is the somewhat 
puzzling poem about God entitled "The Nameless" :  
Eternal Thought, Immortal One, 
In Thee great Nature rests, secure; 
Union of Father, Spirit, Son , 
Sole Being, thou, sole Essence, pure . 
From thee, from thee, informing Source ! 
Self-moved ! --all creatures rise and flow . 
Forth issuing; --forms , existence, force, -­
Out shaping Nature's pictured show. 
In thee all live, in thee all die; 
Thou makest each , sustainest all; 
Unfathomed, and unnamed, for aye 
Thou dost send forth, thou dost recall (X I I,  
181) 
The third , and last, editor of the AWR , George 
Washington Peck, also contributed poems to the magazine. 
His known poetic contributions were in the form of two 
sonnet sequences of twenty poems each . The sequences were 
each printed with a preface and notes on the individual 
poems. The first appeared in the AWR for July, 1848 
(VI II, 81-89) . In his "Preface" Peck discusses the lack 
of a good truly "American Sonnetteer, " and then suggests 
that although his poems may not establish him as the 
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American sonnet writer, they will at least be intelligible. 
"With these remarks ,  he ventures to submit his works to 
the judgment of a discerning public, deprecating deliberate 
depreciation, but courting candid criticism" (VII I ,  82) .  
If · the preceding sentence does not adequately reveal Peck 1 s 
intent in his sonnets, then any one of the poems with its 
notes will be sufficient. A good example of the sonnets 
is number " IV" (VIII, 83) : 
As on an omnibus's top through street 
I ride, I get high views of things denied 
To humbler passengers. Small parlors neat, 
And chambers-- 0  the chambers I ' ve espied ! 
Those cleanly papered walls , with pictures hung -­
That goodly couch, so smooth, so round , so white-­
And there a damsel , fresh complexioned, young , 
With arms more white, more round, more smooth ! 
A sight 
Which, when the east wind sees, he chops about, 
And blows more warmly than the south, to gain 
Admittance there, and be no more barred out 
By envious window ' s  air-obstructing pane; 
Whilst I--0 hang my fate, 0 fie upon ' t--
The ' bus I ' m  on is not the buss I want ! 
Peck ' s  "notes" to this sonnet explain the full significance 
of the poem. He observes that "the indignation of the poet 
on finding his reverie broken by the sudden discovery that 
he has taken the wrong ' bus, is finely expressed by the 
abrupt interruption of the last sentence. Nothing is more 
vexatious, especially in the night-time, than to neglect 
the precaution of reading the route usually painted on the 
outside of these public carriages above the windows , and , 
thereby , after a tedious ride, to find oneself a mile or 
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two further from the point proposed than when the journey 
be g an" ( 8 3 ) . 
Peck, the AWR's leading literary critic, is 
obviously poking fun at the numerous contemporary amateur 
poets whose highest aim was to compose a "pure and lofty" 
sonnet. In his second contribution "Twenty More Sonnets; 
with a Preface and Notes" (XI I, 502-510), Peck is much 
more flippant in his tone and more facetious in his state­
ments. In his second "Preface, " after discussing the 
reasons that so many American writers were given to writing 
sonnets, he offers "Some Account of the Author of the 
Sonnets . "  In his "piece of Model Biography, " Peck 
"endeavored to conform to what would appear the rules for 
writing the lives of poets, deduced from a collation, or 
rather a colature, of the mass of such writings in our 
language. " The biography is given as follows : "He was 
born in the year _, lived in and died in __ , 
A. D. _, in the th year of his age" (XI I, 504). Peck 
then adds that much may be learned about the poet from his 
collected poems . 
The second sequence of sonnets with their "notes" 
is as humorous as the first sequence. Peck must have 
delighted in the writing of these empty verses together 
with their helpful "notes. " A particularly appropriate 
illustrative poem from this sequence is number "XV, " which 
deals with one of the traditional subject matters of the 
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sonnet--the praise of a beautiful woman. 
Some souls are like those gloomy forest trees 
Where owls do hide, that dread the light of day, 
And some like lonesome oaks, that dare the breeze, 
Where jealous cawing crows alight alway . 
Some fruit trees be, that near r ich farm-yards 
stand, 
Where pullets and fat capons roost at night- ­
Some, marten boxes, aery houses planned 
For chatt ' ring crowds that work men ' s  ears 
desp ight. 
But thou , my love, so f air, so good, so true, 
So lovely sweet, so dear--my life ' s  sole j oy-­
Untoe what image shall I liken you, 
What figure, what similitude employ ? 
Thou art a bellfry, n igh to heaven ' s  gate, 
Where stockdoves brood, and tender turtles mate ! 
(XI I , S O  9) . 
Peck remarks that "th is is an exquisitely beautiful sonnet, 
and worthy to rank with the noblest p roductions of the 
Elizabethan era. For sale by all the booksellers except 
six . " Peck ' s  obvious wit in these two contributions 
reflects some of his narrative tales which were published 
under the pseudonym of "Cantell A. Bigly. " These poems are 
also nearly all of the humorous verses in the entire 
magaz ine. 3 
Several other ind ividuals besides the ed itors con­
tributed significant numbers of poems to the AWR. William 
3The best example of humorous satire in the AWR is 
the delightful poem in the April, 1851 , issue entitiea 
"The Crowning of Quashee : A Coronation Commemoration , "  
by Pompey Samba, Poet Laureate to H is Sable Majesty the 
Mosquito King .  Although much of the satiric allusion is 
unclear, the poem is a devastating attack upon British 
colonization in the Caribbean, as well as in Central and 
South America (X I I I, 352-356 ) . 
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Ross Wallace contributed at least ten poems to the magazine 
which are spread out over almost the entire run of the 
magazine. Wallace is, in fact, the author of the last 
poem printed in the magazine in November, 1852--"The 
American Vintager ' s  Song" (XVI,  463) . Most of Wallace' s 
poems are rather somber in tone and treat the subj ects of 
death and the transience of time, as these titles reflect : 
" The Gods of Old" (I I,  27-29), "The True Death" (I I ,  494 -
497), and "Quieto" (I I I, 268-272). The following lines, 
stanza I I  of "Wordsworth, " show Wallace at his poetic best: 
But what the burden of that latest song 
Will be, as yet I know not - -nor the rhythm 
That shall go beating with her silver feet 
The sounding aisles of thought: But this I hope, 
A listening world will hear that latest song, 
And seat it near the fireside of its heart 
Forevermore, and by the embers' light 
Look fondly on its face as men of old 
Looked on the faces of the angel guests 
Who tarried sometimes in their pastoral homes : 
For this last hymn shall wear a holiest smile, 
Befitting well the time and circumstance (I I I, 
29-30) . 
The only woman to contribute any number of signed 
poems to the AWR was Anna Maria Wells, who contributed at 
least nine poems during 1849 and 1850. As a whole her 
poems are infused with the themes of death, especially of 
children, as in "The Convict" (I X, 310 - 312) and "The Dead 
Child" (XI I, 189), and of lovers as in "Dreams" (X , 38) and 
"Sorrow" (X , 124); of the heavens as in "The Child and the 
Aurora Borealis" (IX, 498) and "Stars" (X , 457); and, of 
nature as in "The Pine Barren" and "New England" (X, 496-
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4 9 7) .  Miss Wells' poetry is rather ordinary and a bit 
depressing at times. 
Other contributors of at least five poems each 
were H. W. Parker, James Staunton Babcock, and George P. 
Marsh. Parker contributed a twenty-poem sonnet sequence 
to the November, 1850, issue. The sequence called 
"Sonnets for a Season" is offered as a serious poetic 
description of the cycle of Nature (XI I, 56 4 -566). 
Parker's eight other poems possess an equally serious 
intent as indicated by the following titles : "The Loom 
of Life" (V, 4 1-4 3), "The Death of Shelley--A Vision" 
( I X, 530-532), and "Emily. Some Memories in the Glass of 
Tennyson" ( IV, 117-119). All in all, Parker ' s  verse is 
rather pleastng, but a bit didactic in places. 
James Staunton Babcock or "Philalethes" was a 
serious poetic craftsman who contributed at least six poems 
before his death in 1847.  Although Babcock enjoyed a 
contemporary reputation, his poems have little interest 
today. His literary executors contributed several "unpub­
lished" poems to the July, 1847 , issue (V I, 17 - 18). Although 
most of his poems are original works, several of the pieces 
are translations from German, Latin, and Greek. Like 
Babcock, the scholarly George P. Marsh contributed transla­
tions of foreign poets. Marsh's translations are rather 
boldly American in diction, but completely faithful to the 
spirit of the original German (5) and Swedish ( 1). 
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Of the nearly three hundred poems in the AWR, less 
than 15 percent are translations; of these, well over half 
are from German poets such as Goethe (6) , Schiller (2) , and 
Uhland (2) . 4 The offerings from Latin are the next most 
frequent with five; all but one of these are from Horace. 
There are three translations from Greek; one each from 
Theocritus, Menander, and Sappho. Besides two I talian 
translations (ane of which was printed with the original) , 
there are single translations from Danish, Swedish, French, 
and the Choctaw Indian language. 
In  general, the number of poems in each collected 
volume remained fairly stable until 1850. The earlier 
volumes contained more poems throughout the six issues than 
did the volumes after 1849. Every issue of the magazine 
contained at least one piece of contributed poetry until 
the October, 1849, issue. After that issue , eight others 
(January and April, 1850; April, May, June , July, October , 
and December, 1852) are without poetry contributions. In 
the last year of the magazine (1852), the relative lack 
of creative contributions reflected the defeated attitude 
of the Whigs in general. During that year only nine poems 
appeared. (Forty-seven had appeared in the first year 
volumes of 1845. ) It was truly ebb tide for the Whig muse. 
4The most interesting of these German translations is 
William Dowe' s January, 1852 rendering of Goethe ' s  familiar 
"Kunst du das Laund" ("Know Ye the Land?" ) . Dowe "dedicated 
[it ]  (sans permission) to the standard-bearer of the Federal 
Constitution, The Hon. D. Webster" (XV, 52) . 
CHAPTE R V I  
CONCLUS ION 
The American Whi'g Review was largely the product of 
its time. Born during the preparation for one political 
contest, it died in the after -math of another . As a 
political organ , the AWR could not change the American mind 
which was filled with thoughts of " Manifest Destiny, " as 
preached by its rival the Democratic Review. Still, it 
tried for eight years to advance the causes and policies 
of Henry Clay and Daniel Webster, but to no significant 
avail. It finally died when its organizers strayed from 
the party in search of more lucrative or pacific positions. 
On the other hand , the AWR was born to fill another 
post somewhat more successfully. I t  served as a repository 
for the critical and imaginative prose, and the poetry of 
the period. In  this capacity, it aided Poe, Whitman, Lowell, 
Simms, and hundreds of other Americans whose poems and tales 
were printed within. It  also helped to encourage these 
writer s by printing hundreds of pages of . capable literary 
criticism. I n  turn, this criticism helped to fashion the 
literary taste of the young country, while not neglecting 
the English readers. 
Although the important contributors to the AWR are 
not large in number, the total picture of the poets, 
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essayists, fictionists, and critics is an impressive one. 
The poetry of Edgar Allan Poe, the adventure tales of 
Charles Wilkins Webber, the translations of Elizabeth F. 
Ellet , the varied criticism of George Washington Peck and 
Joseph B. Cobb--all of these are important aspects of  
the AWR. 
Despite the fact that there were changes of titles, 
editors,  and publishers , as well as contributors , the AWR 
was a fairly stable political' and literary journal which 
each month printed a high-quality product that was carried 
to the mushrooming population of  the United States during 
eight of its critical growing years, 1845-1852. Whatever 
might have been its shortcomings politically, the � was 
still an active force. Whatever might have been the routine 
nat�re of many of  its literary entries, it was still a 
vehicle of expression for the professional and the amateur. 
Whatever may have been its contemporary reputation , and what­
ever may have been its fate since it ceased publication 
nearly one hundred and twenty - five years ago, the American 
Whig Review today deserves a chance for hist orians and 
literary scholars to examine its pages (and the pages o f  its 
c ontemporaries) for the wealth of American culture that lies 
sealed within. 
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